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Emerging markets share many distinct features that separate them from more 
developed markets, including a low level of liquidity. In this study, I investigate the 
extent to which the liquidity of emerging market stocks co-moves with that of other 
stocks in the same market. I document a significantly higher commonality in liquidity 
in emerging markets than in developed markets. In order to explore the underlying 
mechanism that drives the higher liquidity co-movement in emerging markets, I 
examine the time series determinants of individual liquidity in both emerging markets 
and developed US market. My empirical results show that in emerging markets 
individual stock liquidity is more affected by fluctuations in market prices than by 
fluctuations in individual stock prices, suggesting that higher commonality in liquidity 
in emerging markets could be caused by higher co-variation in stock volatility and 
inventory risk. Consistent with this conjecture, commonality in liquidity is found to be 
positively related to co-movement in volatility, and with level of development of the 
financial markets. These findings reinforce the idea that liquidity commonality is 
related to market-wide factor. I also document that liquidity co-movement across 
emerging markets has a strong geographic component and is related to correlation in 
market-wide volatility. The initial results do not support the presence of a global 
liquidity factor, and suggest that liquidity risk can be diversified by constructing 
global portfolios. The test on liquidity linkage between emerging markets and 
developed markets reinforces this conclusion. 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
 
There has been an extensive market microstructure literature on the role of liquidity in 
the price formation process of individual securities1. Recently, a new stream of studies 
shows that liquidity, more than just an attribute of single asset, co-moves with each 
other in the US stock market—a phenomenon called commonality in liquidity 
(Chordia, Roll and Subrahmanyam, 2000; Hasbrouck and Seppi, 2001; and Huberman 
and Halka, 2001). Findings on commonality in liquidity have raised a new issue of 
whether shocks in liquidity constitute a source of non-diversifiable risk. This is 
important because even if liquidity affects the risk of an asset, it should not be a 
priced risk factor if it is idiosyncratic and can be diversified away at portfolio level. 
Previous literature has provided both theoretical and empirical evidence on the pricing 
of liquidity risk in the US market2.   
 However, in contrast to the burgeoning literature on liquidity in the US market, 
the role of liquidity in emerging markets has long been missing, which leaves us a line 
of interesting research: to investigate the liquidity and liquidity risk in emerging 
markets. In particularly, this paper addresses several questions omitted from the 
literature: 1) Is liquidity a systematic risk factor in emerging markets? 2) Why 
liquidity co-moves with each other? Is it related to co-variation in inventory risk? 3) 
                                                 
1 Some studies show that liquidity on average is priced (Amihud and Mendelson, 1986; and Brennan 
and Subrahmanyam, 1996). Other research documents that liquidity can predict future returns and 
liquidity shocks are positively related to returns (Chordia, Roll and Subrahmanyam, 2002; and Amihud, 
2002). 
 
2 See, for example Acharya and Pedersen (2005) and Pastor and Stambaugh (2003). 
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How does market liberalization process affect the liquidity risk of emerging markets? 
4) Is liquidity linked with each other across different markets?   
Study on liquidity, liquidity risk and its implication on asset pricing in emerging 
markets is particularly important. Emerging markets share many distinct features that 
separate them from developed markets, including its low liquidity. A 1992 survey by 
Chuhan shows that illiquidity is one of the most important reasons that prevent 
foreign investors from investing in emerging markets. As liquidity is a greater 
concern for investors in illiquid markets than for those in liquid markets, and liquidity 
effect should be more acute in emerging markets than in developed markets (Bekaert, 
Harvey and Lundblad, 2006)3, study on liquidity in illiquid markets, like emerging 
markets, should yield particularly useful implication to investors, regulators, and 
academic researchers.   
Liquidity risk, the variability and uncertainty of liquidity over time, has been 
noted as even more important than the level of liquidity itself (Persaud, 2003). For 
example, if a market in general is liquid, but the liquidity is so volatile that it becomes 
very illiquid when investors want to sell their assets,  the market will be considered as 
of high liquidity risk and will be avoided by risk-averse investors. However, if the 
market is illiquid, but consistently and measurably so, then investors would demand a 
liquidity premium, but would probably not avoid the market as a whole. On another 
hand, even if a market is illiquid and of high liquidity volatility, but the stocks are so 
diversified that their variation in liquidity is totally idiosyncratic, investors can easily 
                                                 
3They argue that most of the standard asset pricing models such as CAPM, APT, and consumption 
based CAPM assume a perfect capital market. This assumption is more applicable to developed 
markets like those in US, but actually counterfactual among the thinly traded stocks as those in 
emerging markets. Besides, the vast number of traded securities and very diversified ownership 
structure in US market result in a clientele effect in portfolio choice that mitigate the pricing of 
liquidity. But such diversity in both securities and ownership is lacking in emerging markets, making 
liquidity effects potentially more acute.   
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diversify their liquidity risk by constructing portfolios. In such a market, liquidity 
should no longer be a concern for well diversified investors. Therefore, the co-
variation in individual liquidity—the commonality in liquidity, is playing a key role in 
deciding the liquidity risk of a market and thus deserves more attention from both the 
practitioners and researchers. Bekaert, Harvey and Lundblad (2006), constructing 
liquidity measure from daily return series, study the pricing of liquidity in emerging 
markets. They find that market liquidity significantly predicts future returns. But 
before we draw the conclusion that liquidity is a priced risk factor in emerging 
markets, we need empirical evidence that there is systematic liquidity risk that cannot 
be diversified away, which gives the initial motivation for this study.   
My first objective is to investigate whether securities from emerging markets also 
co-move with each other in liquidity as stocks do in developed markets. Given the 
illiquid feature of emerging markets, answer to this question becomes especially 
critical. If there is enough variation in liquidity across securities, i.e., securities do not 
co-move with each other in liquidity, the liquidity exposure of investors can be easily 
diversified by constructing portfolios. Then the finding of priced aggregate liquidity 
in Bekaert, Harvey, and Lundblad (2006) could just be ascribed as an omitted variable 
correlated with liquidity proxy. However, if securities also co-move in liquidity with 
each other as those from developed markets, diversification becomes less likely and 
investors have to bear systematic liquidity risk, which will make emerging market 
securities even less attractive to investors. Therefore, my primary task is to test the 
existence of commonality in liquidity in emerging markets.  
In my empirical test, following recent literature, I first construct several liquidity 
measures using daily return and volume data of individual stocks. I then use each of 
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these measures to investigate the intra-market co-movement in individual liquidity in 
18 emerging markets, following the procedure of Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam 
(2000). The empirical results show that commonality in liquidity is pervasive among 
all my 18 sample markets. And stocks co-move with each other in liquidity more in 
emerging markets than they do in US market.  
Despite the pervasive evidence on the co-variation in individual liquidity within 
stock markets4, few studies have looked at the source of commonality in liquidity. 
Microstructure literature suggests two underlying influences on variations in 
liquidity—inventory risk and asymmetric information. While as most privileged 
information is usually pertain only to a specific firm, and few traders possess 
privileged information about broad market movements, asymmetric information 
should be less likely to cause co-variation in liquidity within the whole market. But 
inventory risk, which depends on volatility, is more likely to be correlated with each 
other when there is a co-variation in volatility. Whenever there is co-variation in 
inventory risk, there will be co-variation in liquidity provision, and thus co-variation 
in liquidity. Therefore, co-movement in stock volatility, which causes co-movement 
in inventory risk and thus liquidity provision, could be a source of commonality in 
liquidity.  
This study examines this conjecture in the emerging market setting. Particularly, I 
try to investigate whether this can explain why liquidity co-moves more in emerging 
markets than in developed countries, because Morck, Yeung and Yu (2000) document 
that volatility of individual stocks in emerging markets is more subject to market 
                                                 
4 Beside Chordia, Roll and Subrahmanyam (2000), Hasbrouck and Seppi (2001) and Huberman and 
Halka (2001) document evidence on commonality in liquidity in US stock market, Brockman and 
Chung (2002) find co-movement in liquidity in Hong Kong, and  Sujoto, Kalev and Faff (2005) show 
similar evidence in Australian security markets. 
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volatility than that in developed markets. In my empirical analysis, I first examine the 
time-series determinants of individual liquidity, separating common market factors 
from firm-specific factors, and see how these factors affect the individual liquidity of 
stocks differently. And I also compare this effect with that from developed market to 
see if there is any difference. I find that in emerging markets individual liquidity is 
more affected by market uncertainty than by individual security’s idiosyncratic 
volatility, suggesting that market volatility is one common factor that induces the co-
variation of individual liquidity, by affecting the inventory risk of stocks within the 
same market. This result is in contrast to what I find among stocks from NYSE, where 
individual liquidity is more affected by idiosyncratic volatility than by market 
volatility. Such finding reinforces the idea that co-variation in volatility and inventory 
risk could induce co-variation in liquidity, and provides us a plausible explanation to 
the empirical finding that commonality in liquidity is higher in emerging markets than 
in developed markets.  
I further examine this hypothetical link between volatility co-movement and the 
liquidity co-movement at individual security level. In so doing, I use the R2 from 
market model for each individual stock to proxy for the extent to which the stock’s 
volatility is attributable to market uncertainty, and examine its relation to liquidity co-
movement. The empirical results provide supportive evidence to my conjecture that 
the more a stock’s volatility is affected by market volatility, the more it co-varies with 
other stocks in liquidity.  
Morck, Yeung and Yu (2000) attribute their empirical finding that R2 from market 
model is higher in emerging markets than in developed markets to the poor property 
rights protection in emerging markets which deter risk arbitrage, cause more noise 
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trading and thus generating more market-wide stock price variation. Such explanation 
suggests a link between the country governance or market development and intra-
market co-variation in liquidity. Emerging markets do have some macro economic 
features that could induce higher commonality in liquidity. For example, these 
markets usually do not have many alternative investments (for example, bonds). Or 
even if they have, the markets may not be well developed. As a result, investors 
facing liquidation needs cannot easily diversify their liquidity shock among several 
asset classes, thus causing the co-variation in liquidity in one asset market. Therefore, 
beyond studying at the individual security level, I also investigate the impact of some 
market or country features on intra-market commonality in liquidity. In my empirical 
analysis, I construct a market aggregate liquidity commonality measure, and examine 
how it is affected by some macroeconomic factors. The empirical results show that 
countries with less developed equity and bond markets have higher intra-market co-
variation in liquidity. 
During my sample period, many emerging countries underwent market 
liberalization. It has been well acknowledged that global market liberalization and 
international fund flows have reduced cost of capital and increased liquidity of 
emerging markets (Bekaert and Harvey, 2000). However, how does the liberalization 
process affect the risk of liquidity is still unknown. Global investors may help 
transmitting liquidity shock from one market to other markets, or arbitraging away 
liquidity pressure in some markets, thus reducing the liquidity co-variation in 
emerging markets. On the other hand, international fund flows may flock to emerging 
markets when these markets are doing well and pull out in mass when the markets 
drop. Then the international fund flows could intensify the liquidity pressure of 
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emerging markets, causing greater commonality in liquidity. It is hard to predict 
which effect dominates. I empirically test the impact of international funds on intra-
market commonality in liquidity, and find that commonality increases with 
international fund inflows, suggesting that market liberalization process actually 
increases the co-movement of liquidity in emerging markets.   
Market liberalization process could also affect the liquidity risk at global context. 
Previous studies on emerging market liberalization and integration have examined the 
correlation in price movements (synchronicity or contagion) and volatility (spillover) 
across markets and tried to identify the underlying mechanisms that drive this 
interdependence among markets. I extend this literature by studying the cross-border 
linkage in liquidity. Existing research on this topic has produced mixed results. For 
example, Stahel (2005a, 2005b) documents commonality in liquidity both within and 
across countries, suggesting the existence of global liquidity risk factor. But his 
analysis of the co-movement of changes in liquidity and liquidity shocks shows that 
the correlation across markets is relatively low. I think one of the key reasons why 
previous studies have mixed findings, especially why some researches document the 
“global liquidity factor”, is that all these studies assign a special role to the global 
portfolios. In my study, different from other researchers, I do not assign any prior 
restriction to the global factor, but use common factor analysis to investigate whether 
market aggregate liquidities are subject to the same factors. I extend the literature one 
step further by taking into account the effect of geographic location of the markets.  I 
also try to explore the underlying mechanisms that drive the cross-border linkage in 
aggregate market liquidity by analyzing whether this effect is related to volatility 
spillover effect documented by previous studies. My empirical findings provide 
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evidence on inter-market commonality among countries from the same geographical 
region. And such a link is closely related to the volatility spillover effect among these 
markets. But I fail to find any co-variation in aggregate liquidity across different 
regions, which shed some doubt on the existence of global liquidity factor. I further 
test the link in liquidity between emerging markets and developed markets. The 
empirical finding of weak or even negative correlation between emerging and NYSE 
stock markets in liquidity reinforces the conclusion that liquidity risk is diversifiable 
at global portfolio level.  
Illiquidity is an especially important feature of emerging markets. A better 
understanding of its dynamics within and across markets should be valuable to both 
domestic and international investors for constructing their portfolios more efficiently. 
This study also has practical implications for regulators. The knowledge of liquidity 
risk as well as its driving mechanisms is of critical importance for designing well-
functioning markets to improve the liquidity condition of emerging markets, and to 
promote global integration of financial markets. The findings of this study should 
shed light on literature in market microstructure, liberalization and integration of 
emerging markets, and international asset pricing.  
In what follows, Chapter 2 briefly surveys some related previous literature and 
offers a bird’s-eye view of where this paper is embedded, followed by a more detailed 
analysis on the research questions in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the data and the 
construction of liquidity proxies. Chapter 5 outlines the empirical test design and 
overviews the results. Chapter 6 offers some conclusions.  
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CHAPTER 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In this chapter, I review some previous theoretical as well as empirical work related to 
this study. Section 2.1 reviews prior studies on liquidity, liquidity risk as well as its 
implication on asset pricing in the US stock market. Section 2.2 surveys related 
studies on emerging markets. At the end of the chapter, I define the contribution of 
this study relative to those in the literature.  
 
2.1  Liquidity and Liquidity Risk in US Market  
 
2.1.1 Liquidity and Asset Pricing 
Liquidity, generally referring to the ability to trade large size quickly, at low cost, 
when one wants to trade, is a very important feature of financial markets. This is a 
“slippery and elusive” concept (Kyle, 1985) encompassing five dimensions: Tightness 
refers to low transaction costs; Immediacy refers to how fast an order can be settled; 
Depth refers to the size of the trade at a given cost; Breadth means the impact of large 
trade on prices; And Resiliency refers to the speed with which prices recover from a 
random, uninformative shock (Kyle, 1985; Sarr and Lybek, 2002).  
Standard asset pricing models are based on the assumption of frictionless or 
perfect markets, where there is no transaction cost and stocks are perfectly liquid. 
However, the market cannot be frictionless. There is illiquidity due to the exogenous 
transaction costs such as brokerage fees, order-processing costs, or transaction taxes; 
due to demand pressure and inventory risk; and due to information asymmetry 
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between traders. These costs of illiquidity should affect securities prices if investors 
require compensation for bearing them (Amihud, Mendelson and Pedersen, 2005).  
One of the earliest theoretical contributions that relates market liquidity and 
equilibrium expected rates of return is the model of Amihud and Mendelson (1986). 
They consider a setting with risk neutral investors who differ in the time horizons 
over which they wish to hold risky assets. The assets in this model vary in liquidity, 
where liquidity is modelled as a fixed bid-ask spread. Their principal theoretical result 
is that there are clientele effects in asset holdings in which investors with short 
horizons prefer to hold assets with small bid-ask spreads and investors with long 
horizons prefer to hold assets with larger spreads. As a result, assets with larger 
transaction costs are shown to earn larger gross returns, suggesting that asset 
illiquidity is priced. Later on, theoretical work on how asymmetric information and 
imperfect competition in financial markets affect asset pricing can be found in Duffie, 
Gârleanu and Pedersen (2001) and Pritsker (2002).  
Brennan and Subrahmanyam (1996) investigate the empirical relation between 
monthly stock returns and measures of illiquidity obtained from intraday data. They 
find a significant relation between required rates of return and these illiquidity 
measures after adjusting for the Fama and French risk factors, and also after 
accounting for the effects of the stock price level. Amihud (2002) finds that expected 
market illiquidity has a positive effect on ex ante excess returns, and unexpected 
illiquidity has a negative effect on contemporaneous stock returns. 
2.1.2 Liquidity Risk and Asset Pricing 
Liquidity varies over time. There is uncertainty what transaction cost investors will 
incur when they need to liquidate their assets. In addition, since liquidity affects the 
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level of prices, liquidity fluctuations can affect the asset price volatility itself. 
Therefore, liquidity uncertainty constitutes a new type of risk which should also affect 
expected rate of return.  
Acharya and Pedersen (2005) develop a liquidity-adjusted CAPM, where liquidity 
is stochastic. Their main insight is that returns net of transaction costs should satisfy 
the CAPM in their framework, where they decompose the net beta into the standard 
market beta and three liquidity betas representing different forms of liquidity risk, 
including commonality with the market liquidity. Their empirical test shows that these 
three different risk premia are highly significant in US market. Pastor and Stambaugh 
(2003), also using US stocks as sample, construct their aggregate monthly liquidity 
measure and find that expected stock returns are related cross-sectionally to the 
sensitivities of stock returns to innovations in aggregate liquidity, even after 
controlling for other risk factors. Vayanos (2004) considers a model in which 
investors’ risk of needing to liquidate is time varying and shows that the liquidity 
premium is also time varying. Indeed, when investors have a high likelihood of 
needing to sell, the liquidity premium is high. Further, Vayanos (2004) links the risk 
of needing to liquidate to the market volatility. 
2.1.3 Empirical Evidence on Systematic Liquidity Risk  
One of the motivations for many theoretical studies on pricing of liquidity risk is the 
empirical evidence that the liquidities of many assets tend to move together over time, 
suggesting that there are common factors which determine assets’ market liquidity. 
The most representative studies are Chordia, Roll and Subrahmanyam (2000), 
Hasbrouck and Seppi (2001) and Huberman and Halka (2001). The first paper uses a 
market model regression for each of more than one thousand stocks and find a strong 
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average positive relation between changes in individual stock liquidity (measured as 
quoted spreads, effective spreads and quoted depth) and changes in market liquidity 
(calculated as equally weighted average liquidity of all other stocks in the sample). 
Hasbrouck and Seppi (2001), using a sample of thirty stocks that are each components 
of the Dow Jones Industrial Average, report weaker evidence of liquidity co-variation. 
Different from Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam (2000), they do not test for the 
relationship between individual stock liquidity and market liquidity, but conduct a 
principal component and canonical correlation analysis that does not impose a priori 
restriction on the common factor. They find that liquidities of their sample stocks 
have a common factor, though the commonality is not very strong. Huberman and 
Halka (2001) also find that liquidity across stocks has systematic component in a 
sample of daily NYSE data. 
Beside the evidence on commonality in liquidity in US stock market, Brockman 
and Chung (2002) find co-movement in liquidity in Hong Kong, and Sujoto, Kalev 
and Faff (2005) show similar evidence in Australian security markets. Brockman, 
Chung and Perignon (2006) also document the existence of commonality in liquidity 
among 47 countires. However, these authors do not analyze behavior of aggregate 
market liquidity over time. They also have a relatively short data sample, ranging 
from two months to less than two years. 
 
2.2  Emerging Markets, Liberalization and Integration 
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2.2.1 Pricing of Liquidity in Emerging Markets 
Emerging markets share many distinct features that separate them from developed 
markets, and make liquidity a more important risk factor to be priced than in 
developed market. This is because:  
1. Transaction cost is high in emerging markets. most of the studies in asset 
pricing literature that look at the role of transaction costs argue that liquidity costs can 
only have a second-order effect on the level of asset prices because transaction cost 
are just too small relative to the equilibrium risk premium to matter(Constantinides, 
1986). However, both theoretical model (Jang, Koo, Liu and Loewenstain, 2005) and 
empirical evidence from even US markets (Amihud and Mendelson 1986; Pastor and 
Stambaugh, 2003; and Amihud, 2002) suggests that if the transaction costs are large 
enough, they will affect the asset prices and returns. Domowitz, Glen and Madhavan 
(2001) examine the magnitude and determinants of transaction costs across 42 
countries. They find that transaction costs in emerging markets are significantly 
higher than those in developed markets, even after correcting for factors affecting 
costs such as market capitalization and volatility. Their study indicates a first-order, 
not second-order effect of liquidity on asset pricing in emerging markets, due to the 
higher transaction cost.  
2. The informational environment is inefficient in emerging markets. Information 
asymmetry creates a risk for uninformed investors who recognize this risk and require 
compensation for bearing it. There is some association between the level of 
information asymmetry in a financial market and its development. In particular, 
information asymmetry is a more serious problem in emerging markets than in 
developed markets because: Firstly, the disclosure environment in developed 
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economies such as the US is relatively more transparent. Consequently, commitments 
to reduce information asymmetry are largely incremental, thereby leading to 
economic consequences that are difficult to substantiate empirically. But this is not 
the case in most emerging markets. Secondly, ownership structures are more 
concentrated in emerging economies compared with developed economies. In 
emerging markets such as some East Asian countries, controlling shareholders 
(including family ownership) usually also act as managers, thus exacerbating the 
information asymmetry problem (Claessens, Djankov and Lang, 2000). Thirdly, Gul 
and Qiu (2002) examine the association between legal protection, law enforcement 
and corporate governance and information asymmetry across 22 emerging countries. 
Results show that poor legal protection/law enforcement and corporate governance 
are associated with higher level of information asymmetry. And they also find that 
countries with more developed capital markets are associated with less information 
asymmetry. Therefore, the greater information asymmetry, as the second risk factor 
related to market microstructure, should generate a higher risk premium in emerging 
markets.  
3. There is more uncertainty in emerging markets. Vayanos (2004)’s framework 
shows that liquidity premium is time-varying and increases with volatility. The model 
also indicates that the effect of volatility on liquidity premium is convex—when 
volatility is low, liquidity premium is very small and almost insensitive to volatility; 
When volatility increases, however, the liquidity premium starts increasing rapidly.  
This model, especially the convex effect of volatility on liquidity premium has very 
important implication for asset pricing in emerging markets, and the high volatility 
feature of emerging markets gives us an ideal setting to conduct the cross-sectional 
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analysis on the relation between liquidity premia and volatility. If in more volatile 
markets like emerging markets, investors are more willing to hold liquid assets, the 
liquidity premia should be higher. 
Bekaert, Harvey and Lundblad (2006) study the impact of liquidity on expected 
returns among 19 emerging markets and find that their measure of liquidity 
significantly predicts future returns, suggesting that liquidity could be a priced risk 
factor among emerging markets.  
2.2.2 Market Liberalization and International Fund Flow 
The debate over whether foreign funds have a negative or a positive impact on 
emerging market stock prices and the overall stock market is vitally important to the 
proper functioning of capital markets and to the proper governing of an emerging 
country’s economic policies. One argument claims that opening emerging markets to 
foreign investors allows for greater and more efficient risk sharing. Foreign capital 
helps to lower the cost-of-capital and drive new investment and economic growth. As 
a result, stock prices should appreciate and wealth should be created. Empirical 
evidence supporting this argument can be found in Dahlquist and Robertson (2001), 
Errunza (2001), Errunza and Losq (1989), Errunza and Miller (2000) who find a 
lower cost-of-capital after stock market liberalization. Bekaert and Harvey (2000), 
Chari and Henry (2002) find a 6.1% excess growth rate after market liberalization. 
And Bekaert and Harvey (1997) document lower aggregate volatility.  
An alternative point of view claims that international funds have a negative 
influence and drive the volatility of emerging markets. Aizenman (2002) finds 
evidence that financial opening increases the chance of a financial crisis. Baccetta and 
Wincoop (2000) find that liberalization can induce higher volatility and contagion 
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across markets. Bae, Chan and Ng (2004) use firm level data and find a positive 
correlation between return volatility and the investability of individual stocks. These 
findings suggest that international fund flows pull out from emerging markets in mass 
when these markets drop and need liquidity the most, thus exacerbating the downward 
movement and the illiquidity condition of these markets.   
In summary, liberalization of emerging markets reduces their cost-of-capital and 
thus increases the overall liquidity. But its impact on market volatility is not clear. 
And how do international fund flows influence the liquidity risk of emerging markets 
remains unknown.  
2.2.3 International Market Co-movement and Global Liquidity Risk 
The liberalization process of international financial markets makes the global markets 
better integrated and more correlated. Previous studies have found that markets tend 
to co-move in price (synchronicity or contagion), in volatility (spillover), and in 
liquidity (commonality). This paper is more relevant to the latter two types of co-
movement.  
Strong volatility linkages across markets can induce co-movement in the 
inventory risk in different markets. As volatility is one important determinant factor 
of inventory risk, global co-variation of volatility may also induce global co-variation 
of inventory cost and level. The financial literature offers much research on stock 
market volatility over time and linkages that exist among world markets. Eun and 
Shim (1989) analyze daily stock market returns of Australia, Hong Kong, Japan, 
France, Canada, Switzerland, Germany, US and the UK. They find existence of 
substantial interdependence among the national stock markets with US being the most 
influential market. Using daily and intraday price and stock return data, Hamao, 
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Masulis and Ng (1990) find that there are significant spillover effects from the US and 
the UK stock markets to the Japanese market but not the other way round. Lin, Engle 
and Ito (1994) find that cross-market interdependence in returns and volatilities is bi-
directional between the New York and Tokyo markets. Janakiramanan and Lamba 
(1998) empirically examine the linkage between the Pacific-Basin stock markets. 
Their results show that US influences all other markets, except for relatively isolated 
market of Indonesia. Markets that are geographically and economically close and/or 
have large number of cross-border listings exert significant influence over each other.  
If inventory fluctuations were correlated across markets, as implied by the above 
researches, market liquidity should also be expected to exhibit similar co-movement, 
resulting in a systematic global liquidity risk factor. Recently, several empirical 
studies have investigated the inter-market linkage in liquidity, and its implication on 
asset pricing. Stahel (2005a) documents commonality in liquidity both within and 
across countries. However, his study uses sample stocks only from Japan, the UK and 
the US, which are the most developed and integrated markets. What he finds may not 
totally apply to emerging markets as they are not yet well integrated with world 
financial markets. Stahel (2005b) takes a more comprehensive study among 18 
developed and emerging markets. He finds that there exist global factors. But his 
analysis of the co-movement of changes in liquidity and liquidity shocks shows that 
the correlation across markets is relatively low. Brockman, Chung and Perignon 
(2006) also document a global component in bid-ask spread and depths in their study 
among 47 security markets. But Bekaert, Harvey and Lundblad (2006) find no 
evidence that global liquidity is priced. 
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I find that papers documenting existence of global liquidity risk factor all assign a 
predetermined role to the global portfolios. This is the main reason why studies come 
up with mixed evidence when employing alternative methodologies, such as 
correlation analysis. Therefore, a more feasible methodology without assigning any 
prior role to global portfolios is necessary in reinvestigating this issue.  
 
My study contributes to the finance literature in international asset pricing. It is 
related to papers that investigate commonalities in individual stock liquidity in the 
domestic US setting, to research that estimates risk premia related to liquidity risk in 
the US, and to articles that explore properties and determinants of liquidity in the US. 
However, I expand the scope of these papers to an international setting. This paper 
extends the current literature on commonality in liquidity one step further by studying 
an underlying mechanism that drives the market wide co-variation in liquidity and 
well explains the empirical evidence on the higher commonality in liquidity in 
emerging markets. This paper also fills some voids in literature by examining the link 
between liquidity co-movement and macro-economic features of financial markets. 
Finally, it contributes to literature on market liberalization and integration, by 
investigating cross-border linkage in aggregate liquidity in a multi-country setting. 
Specifically, it differs from current studies in that it employs a more plausible 
methodology—factor analysis, and takes into account the geographic location effect.  
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CHAPTER 3  
LIQUIDITY AND COMMONALITY  
IN EMERGING MARKETS 
 
In this chapter, I analyze the mechanisms pertain to emerging markets that could drive 
liquidity co-movement, both within the same market and across different countries.  
 
3.1  Liquidity and Intra-Market Commonality in Emerging Markets  
 
3.1.1 R2, Inventory Risk Co-movement and Liquidity Co-movement 
Liquidity is a complex concept, and it is affected by many factors. Liquidity providers, 
such as market makers, dealers, or precommitted traders who submit limit orders face 
certain risks when they provide liquidity. These risks influence their bid-ask quotes 
and thus affect their provision of liquidity.  
One of the most important risks the liquidity providers face is inventory risk. 
Liquidity providers buy from security sellers and sell to security buyers later. Before 
they sell, they have to bear the risk of change in security price and require 
compensation by quoting bid-ask spread (Stoll, 1978). The most important factor that 
affects inventory risk is the security’s uncertainty in prices. If the price of a security is 
very volatile, the probability that the value of the security falls increases. Thus 
liquidity providers are less willing to hold illiquid asset when they expect a high 
volatility, and therefore increase their bid-ask spread, or submit a more conservative 
limit order which reduces the liquidity of the security. Copeland and Galai (1983) 
developed a model on the quoting decision of a profit-maximizing market maker, 
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defining the profit as the difference between the gain from liquidity traders and the 
loss to informed traders. One important implication of their model is that increased 
uncertainty (volatility) widens the bid-ask spread and induces illiquidity, which is 
consistent with empirical evidence.   
Morck, Yeung and Yu (2000)’s finding that R2 from the market model is higher in 
emerging markets (which they label as high synchronicity in price) than in developed 
markets has several implications for liquidity providers’ inventory risks, and their 
liquidity provision. Firstly, high R2 of the market model suggests that a large portion 
of the individual volatility comes from market-wide volatility. When market is 
volatile, stocks with high R2 also become more volatile. Due to the increased expected 
inventory risk, liquidity providers will increase the bid-ask spread and reduce the 
liquidity of the security. Secondly, high R2 also indicates that the price of asset 
reflects more of the market-wide information than of the firm-specific information. 
This could be due to the poor information environment of emerging markets where 
not much firm-specific information is publicly available. Then market makers, who 
are uninformed investors, have to form their expectation on the security and its 
inventory risk based on market-wide information. Thirdly, as Morck Yeung and Yu 
(2000) suggest, high R2 could be caused by the insufficient informed trading from 
arbitrageurs. Arbitrageurs not only help incorporate firm-specific information into 
asset prices and prevent security prices from deviating too far from the assets’ 
fundamental values, they also play an important role in transmitting liquidity among 
different markets. One effect of arbitrageur’s trading is to connect demands for 
liquidity in one market with offers of liquidity in another market. They demand 
liquidity in the market where it is most available and supply that liquidity in the 
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market where traders demand it (Harris, 2003). Risk arbitrageurs accumulate 
information until the marginal cost of searching another unit of information exceeds 
their marginal return. When the transaction cost and information searching cost are 
high, which is common in most emerging markets, arbitrageurs are less willing to 
participate. And the poor private property rights protection also discourages their 
investing in these markets5.  The lack of participation from informed arbitrageurs 
could deter the diversification of liquidity shocks among markets, and aggravate the 
intra-market liquidity co-variation. All these implications suggest an empirically 
testable hypothesis: stocks with high R2 from the market model, i.e., stocks whose 
variation in price is highly influenced by market uncertainty, or so-called stocks with 
high synchronicity6, are likely to have high commonality in liquidity. And markets 
with high synchronicity, like emerging markets, are also likely to have high liquidity 
commonality.  
High synchronicity could be caused by co-movement in fundamentals, or it could 
be caused by systematic noises, especially in economies with frictions, with irrational 
investors, or with limits to arbitrage (Barberis, Shleifer and Wurgler, 2005). This 
study aims to examine the link between high price or volatility co-movement and 
liquidity co-movement. With the data constraints, it does not differentiate the two 
underlying sources driving high R2 in emerging markets.  
                                                 
5 Morck, et al. (2000) state that arbitrageurs may be less economically attracted to emerging markets 
with poor private property rights protection for several reasons: First, economic fundamentals may be 
obscured by political factors in these countries; Second, it is hard to forecast political events in these 
countries because the governments are often relatively opaque and erratic; Third, even if arbitrageurs 
can make correct predictions, they may not be allowed to keep their earnings in countries with poor 
private property rights protection, especially if they are political outsiders. 
 
6 Though my focus is not price co-movement, but another implication of R2—the extent to which price 
volatility is attributable to market volatility, I hereafter use the term “synchronicity” to indicate the 
high R2 phenomenon, to be consistent with literature, and to facilitate the discussion.    
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3.1.2 Other Features of Emerging Markets and Commonality in Liquidity 
Besides high synchronicity, there are some other features of emerging markets that 
could also induce higher co-variation of liquidity within market:  
1) Insufficient alternative investment instruments make diversification of liquidity 
shock more difficult in emerging markets. If some event causes a liquidity problem on 
one asset, it may induce a corresponding liquidity inflow in another asset. Examples 
of this could be the “flight to quality” observed periodically in the bond markets. 
However, emerging markets are not well developed in a sense that they generally 
have less alternative investments than in developed markets.  Hence, when faced with 
an unexpected need to liquidate assets, investors in emerging markets cannot 
effectively diversify the liquidity shock by liquidating alternative investments (like 
bonds), and thus causing liquidity co-movement among same assets within one asset 
market (for example, stock market). Therefore, countries with more developed 
alternative financial markets, like bond markets, are less likely to have commonalty in 
liquidity in equity markets.  
2) The development of the equity markets themselves also affects the 
commonality in liquidity within these markets. For example, many emerging markets 
are not well developed in a sense that they do not have the breadth of industrial 
sectors that developed countries have. All firms come from very few industries that 
dominate the whole market. Thus, it is very likely that I will find a stronger within 
industry commonality in liquidity in emerging markets compared with what Chordia 
et, al. (2000) document in US markets. Also, less developed equity markets usually 
have less transparent information environment. This will make security prices less 
efficient in reflecting firm-specific information or their fundamental values. Therefore, 
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development of equity markets should be positively related to the intra-market co-
variation in liquidity.  
The above analysis suggests a higher chance of commonality in liquidity in 
emerging markets than in developed markets. However, as it is still unclear what 
drives the co-movement of individual liquidity, it is premature to make the prediction 
for sure. Coughenour and Saad (2004) document the co-variation in liquidity among 
securities handled by the same specialist firm, suggesting that shared capital and 
information among specialists within the firm cause co-movement in their provision 
of liquidity. While this explanation applies to quote-driven markets such as New York 
Stock Exchange, it does not apply to order-driven markets like most emerging 
markets. If this is the sole or dominating reason for commonality in liquidity, it is 
very likely that we cannot find liquidity co-movements in order-driven markets 
without specialist, or even we can, the empirical evidence could be weak. Therefore, a 
comprehensive analysis on intra-market co-movement in liquidity, as well as its 
driving force is necessary to help us to gain more insights into the liquidity and 
liquidity risk of emerging markets.  
 
3.2  Inter-Market Commonality in Liquidity 
 
As I discussed in Chapter 2, the cross-border linkage in liquidity has received some 
attention in recent years. This is an important topic because if liquidity co-moves 
across markets, liquidity dry up in several markets might lead to a widespread 
financial crisis (Stahel, 2005b). There are some mechanisms that could possibly drive 
the inter-market co-movement in market aggregate liquidity:  
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 1. Trading activities of global investors are correlated across markets, which may 
affect inventory costs of different markets at the same time. For broadly diversified 
investors, it is reasonable to believe that when faced with an unexpected need to 
liquidate assets, they will choose to liquidate assets in a number of markets. It is also 
possible that when they encounter liquidity problem in one market, they may increase 
liquidity inflow in other markets at the same time. Both behavior will cause co-
variation in international portfolio flows across markets, and thus result in co-
variation in stock liquidity.  
2. Strong volatility linkages across markets can induce co-movement in the 
inventory risk in different markets. As volatility is one important determinant factor 
of inventory risk, global co-variation of volatility may also induce global co-variation 
of inventory cost and inventory level. The financial literature offers much research on 
stock market volatility over time as well as its linkages among different markets (Eun 
and Shim 1989; Hamao, Masulis and Ng 1991;  Lin, Engle and Ito 1994; et al.). If 
inventory fluctuations were correlated across markets, market liquidity should exhibit 
similar co-movement.    
3. Other common fundamentals across markets that may also give rise to global 
commonalities in liquidity. On one hand, economy-wide shocks such as unanticipated 
interest rate changes may affect aggregate liquidity directly by altering the cost of 
inventory financing for market markers (Chordia, Roll and Subrahmanyam, 2001). On 
the other hand, factors such as unanticipated interest rate changes, productivity 
declines and excessive inflationary pressures are likely to influence liquidity 
indirectly by inducing fund outflows, price declines and volatility increases for the 
stock market and exacerbating inventory risks (Fujimoto, 2004). Fujimoto’s (2004) 
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empirical work confirms the substantial role of economic fundamentals in the time 
series variation of US stock market liquidity. With the integration of global market, 
economy-wide fundamentals such as short-term interest rate, macroeconomic 
coordinated monetary policy, business cycle, inflation rate are also linked across 
markets. These correlated fundamentals across economies may also induce global 
commonality in liquidity. 
Stahel (2005a) suggests that global liquidity is a priced risk factor. However, his 
sample stocks are drawn only from Japan, the UK and the US markets, namely the 
most liquid and best integrated markets. Given the relative segmentation feature of 
emerging markets and their restriction on capital flows, as well as some other features 
that prevent foreign investors from investing in these markets, such as poor liquidity 
and high uncertainty, it is hard to conclude whether there is same significant cross-
border co-movement in liquidity among emerging markets, especially in early 90’s 
when these markets are relatively segmented. However, many emerging markets 
experienced market liberalization during the past decades. After the liberalization, 
many foreign investors are attracted to emerging markets for various purposes such as 
portfolio diversification benefit. Many literatures on the integration of emerging 
markets document the increasing linkage of these markets with global markets in 
return and volatility. Investigation of linkage in liquidity among emerging markets 
and between emerging and developed markets, as well as the driving mechanism may 
have extra contribution to this stream of research.  
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CHAPTER 4  
DATA AND LIQUIDITY PROXIES 
 
 
Liquidity, defined as the ability to buy or sell an asset quickly and in large volume 
without substantially affecting the asset's price, is not directly observable, and even 
harder to measure. Several proxies have been proposed in the empirical literature to 
measure liquidity, such as bid-ask spread (quoted or effective), market depth, and the 
price impact, which rely on high frequency or transaction data. However, such data 
are available only in the US stock market, for a relatively short period of time. This 
poses two problems: Firstly, the short duration of the high-frequency data makes it 
hard for researchers to increase the power of their tests; and secondly, the 
unavailability of high-frequency data in most stock markets, especially emerging 
markets, constrains many studies in markets outside US. Later on, some papers 
propose some estimations of liquidity using daily return data, and, if available, daily 
volume data as well. Empirical studies show that neither liquidity measures 
constructed from high-frequency data nor liquidity proxies estimated with daily data 
is a perfect measure of liquidity. But most of these measures are highly positively 
correlated. Constructing liquidity proxies based on daily data overcomes the 
transaction-level data limitation and makes possible the study in a broader setting and 
at a longer horizon. Following recent literatures, I use daily price and volume data to 
construct several proxies to capture the different dimensions of liquidity in emerging 
markets.  
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My data are obtained from several sources. All my measures are derived from 
daily price and trading volume data. I constrain my sample countries to those defined 
by IMF as emerging markets, and those with sufficient number of stocks in my 
sample period January 1990 to November 2005. This rule leaves me 18 sample 
markets. Daily price and trading volume, monthly number of shares outstanding and 
annual market capitalization for each stock are obtained from Datastream for 
countries Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Greece, India, Israel, Mexico, Pakistan, Peru, 
Philippines, Poland, South Africa and Turkey. Same data are obtained from PACAP 
database for Asian markets Indonesia, Korea, Thailand, Malaysia and Taiwan of 
China. To facilitate my illustration and comparison, I also include securities traded on 
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in my sample and the data are obtained from 
CRSP. I only use ordinary common shares in my study, and constrain my sample 
securities to those traded in their domestic markets only. The annual market economic 
data, such as GDP, capitalization of equity and bond market, and international fund 
flows are obtained from International Financial Statistics produced by IMF.  
Ince and Porter (2004) study the quality of Datastream data and identify many 
instances of errors. Besides filtering data based on security type and geographic 
location, they also suggest some other screening procedures that can greatly improve 
the quality of the data. I follow their suggestion by further filtering my data as follows: 
1) I remove the padded zero return records at the end of each stock’s time series 
caused by suspension of trading; 
2) For any stock, if monthly return exceeds 300% and reverses within one month, 
then returns for both months will be set to missing;  
Apart from the screening procedures above, I also filter my data as:  
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3) All securities from Datastream are those included in WorldScope constituent 
list. WoldScope has a very broad coverage, with “... more than 90% of the world’s 
market value is represented…” and “inclusion in Worldscope is predicated on criteria 
such as benchmark index membership, market capitalization, and I/B/E/S 
International estimates coverage.”. For US stocks, I restrain to those traded on NYSE, 
and filter on size: at the beginning of each sample year, I rank all securities based on 
their market capitalization at the end of previous year and assign them to each of the 
ten size-ranking deciles. Stocks fall into the smallest decile will be removed for the 
following sample year. I also tried to remove the smallest 5% stocks in each year as a 
robustness check and the results are quite the same.   
4) For any market, if on any particular day, all stocks have zero returns, or/and all 
stocks have zero trading volume, then all return for any individual security will be set 
missing on this particular day;  
5) To remedy the IPO effect, at the beginning of each year, I exclude stocks that 
are not traded during the previous 6 month; 
6) The extreme 1% observations on each of my several liquidity measures within 
a market are removed.  
The first measure follows Lesmond, Ogden and Trzcinka (1999) and has been 
used in several studies on liquidity among markets where microstructure data are not 
readily available—proportion of zero returns (PZR). The intuition is that if the value 
of an information signal is insufficient to outweigh the cost associated with 
transaction, the investors will choose not to trade, resulting in an observed zero return. 
Therefore, PZR is a comprehensive estimate of transaction cost, capturing “not only 
the spread, but also commission costs, a portion of the expected price impact costs, 
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and possible opportunity costs of informed trade (Lesmond, 2005)”. For each 
individual security in my sample, weekly PZR is calculated as the proportion of 
trading days with zero return during a week. For each market, the aggregate PZR is 
calculated as the equally weighted average PZR of all securities. Bekaert, Harvey and 
Lundblad (2006) calculate their market monthly PZR in a slightly different way—they 
first find the proportion of zero returns across all securities on each trading day, then 
calculate the time-series average over a month. I also applied their methodology and 
find that the market monthly PZR calculated in both ways are highly correlated (the 
correlation of these two data series is above 0.99).  
No trading can cause zero return. But zero return does not necessarily mean no 
trading. Zero return could be caused by uninformed trades, or trades that are too 
insignificant to impact the price. Therefore, proportion of zero volume (PZV), instead 
of proportion of zero return (PZR), could be a better candidate measure in capturing 
the non-trading caused by high transaction cost. Previous literature uses PZR mainly 
because daily volume data are not as readily available as return data. Since I have 
daily volume data, I thus construct the weekly PZV measure as the proportion of days 
with trading volume less than 500 shares for each individual stock7. In unreported 
analysis (available upon request), I calculate the aggregate market PZV measure as the 
equally weighted average PZV of all securities, and find its correlation with market 
aggregate PZR measure for each individual market. The average correlation 
coefficient across all 18 emerging markets is 0.7374, ranging from as high as 0.9587 
                                                 
7 I define “zero volume days” as days with trading volume below 500 shares because: Firstly, daily 
trading volume data from DataStream Database are expressed in thousand, and all numbers are integers. 
Therefore, any daily trading volume less than 500 is tracked as zero, or missing. Secondly, even if 
informed investors choose not to trade due to the high transaction cost, there might be uninformed 
trades or liquidity trades. After checking the data from PACAP, which has a more precise trading 
volume data, I find that it is very rare to have exactly zero volume days among our sample securities, 
even in emerging markets.        
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(Pakistan) to 0.1055 (Taiwan) but all significantly different from zero at 99% level. 
Among all 18 correlation coefficients, 15 of them are greater than 0.5, and 10 of them 
are greater than 0.8. The correlation coefficient between market aggregate PZR and 
PZV measure in NYSE is 0.7985, also significantly different from zero at above 99% 
level.  
Because of the high correlation of PZR and PZV, and considering the fact that the 
return data is of better quality than the volume data, I thus follow previous literature 
and use PZR for the rest of the paper.   
The second measure follows Amihud (2002)’s illiquidity measure (ILLIQ) which 
is defined as the ratio of the daily absolute return to the dollar trading volume in 
million. This illiquidity measure mainly captures the response of price to order flow 
and closely follows the Kyle (1985) price impact definition of liquidity. But while 
Kyle’s λ  measures the return impact of a cumulative signed order flow, ILLIQ 
captures the absolute return impact of a cumulative unsigned volume. One problem 
with this measure is that the illiquidity ratio ILLIQ will be undefined when zero 
volume days occur, which is common in emerging markets as thin trading is a 
pervasive phenomena and also because the data tracking problem in DataStream as 
mentioned above. In order to solve this problem, I calculate this measure at a weekly 











,  where  RETi,t is weekly return of security i during 
week t; Pi,t,j  is unadjusted closing price of stock i on day j of week t, and VOLi,t,j  is 
trading volume of stock i on day j of week t. Therfore, ∑
j
jtijti VOLP ,,,, *  is the trading 
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value of stock i in week t. The aggregate market illiquidity ratio is equally weighted 










As the denominator of the ILLIQ ratio is dollar trading value, which is dominated 
by local currency of each country, it is impossible to compare this ratio cross markets. 
Therefore, I made some adjustment on this illiquidity ratio to make it more unified 
and comparable. In so doing, I collect the exchange rate to US dollars for each market, 
to construct the US dollar dominated illiquidity ratio ILLIQusd,i,,t. Notice that I not 
only adjust the share price in the denominator, I also use the price in US dollar to 
calculate the absolute return in the numerator. Therefore, the return comes not only 
from the change in share price in local currency, but also from the appreciation or 
depreciation of the currency.  
 As my illiquidity ratio (ILLIQ) deviates from Amihud’s (2000) in that I 
measure at a weekly frequency, and the numerator is weekly price change calculated 
based on the closing price of each week, it may not be a good measure of the price 
impact from the trading value in denominator, especially when there is price 
fluctuation during the week. I thus modify the measure by calculating the weekly 














. Where jtiRET ,,  is the daily return of stock i on day j 
of week t.  
 Another proxy for liquidity measure I use is weekly turnover ratio. For each 
security, I collect the number of shares outstanding and calculate the turnover ratio 









, = . Again, the market aggregate turnover ratio is calculated as equally 
weighted average of turnover ratios of individual stocks. This measure is used in 
Rouwenhorst (1999), Bekaert Harvey and Lundblad (2006) as well as many other 
researches. Turnover ratio captures the trading frequency. But it does not reflect the 
cost per trade, which varies considerably across assets. Lesmond (2005) states that 
“Given the specific focus on only trading volume, turnover is likely to increase during 
liquidity crunches such as occurred during the Tequila Crisis, the Asian Crisis…” 
However, it is still used in many researches for it is easy to construct and has intuitive 
appeal.  
 The last proxy I use is Amivest liquidity ratio (AMI), calculated as ratio of 








, = . It is based on the intuition that in a 
liquid security, a large trading volume may be realized with small change in price. 
Like for other proxies, I calculate the Amivest ratio for each security on each week 
with non-zero returns, and average across all stocks to find the aggregate market 
measure.  
Table 1 Panel A-E present the time series descriptive statistics for my five primary 
liquidity/illiquidity measures at the aggregate market level. I also include the 
descriptive statistics for US markets for comparison purpose. From the tables we can 
see that in general, emerging markets are much less liquid than US market. For 
measures proportion of zero returns (PZR), Amivest ratios (AMI) and turnover ratio 
(TNV), NYSE securities are twice as liquid as securities from emerging markets. For 
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the measure ILLIQusd, this difference is even higher. Therefore, high illiquidity is a 
stylized fact of emerging markets.  
Each measure captures different aspects of liquidity and each has its strength and 
weakness. In order to better assess the efficiency of these proxies in measuring 
liquidity, I conduct the paired Pearson correlation analysis between any two of these 
proxies. Table 2 shows the average correlation coefficients between any two 
aggregate liquidity measures as well as the P-value.  As we can see, all the mean 
correlation coefficients show the correct sign, and on average are significant. Looking 
at the correlation coefficients from each individual market (table available upon 
request) I find that sometimes the correlation coefficients are quite low, or even have 
the “wrong” sign. This indicates that these proxies do capture different aspects of 
liquidity. Also we can see that all the correlation coefficients look better for US stocks 
than for emerging markets, suggesting that measuring liquidity in emerging markets 
are particularly difficult.  
Lesmond (2005) analyzes the efficiency of various liquidity measures in emerging 
markets. He concludes that the proportion of zero returns (PZR) and Amihud’s 
illiquidity ratio (ILLIQ) perform better than other measures. Bekaert Harvey and 
Lundblad (2006) point out that proportion of zero returns may ignore the return 
“catch-up” effect8.  Therefore, in all the following empirical tests in this paper, I 
mainly use ILLIQ as my liquidity measures.  
                                                 
8  Bekaert et al. (2006) states that “Lengthly periods of consecutive non-trading days should be 
associated with greater illiquidity effects than non-consecutive periods.” For example, a security with 
no trading for the first 3 days in a week and another security traded only on Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday have the same proportion of zero returns. But they obviously are different in liquidity. However, 
proportion of zero return cannot capture this effect.  
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CHAPTER 5  
RESEARCH DESIGN AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
 
In this chapter, I design empirical test for each research question and discuss the 
empirical results.  
 
5.1   Intra-Market Commonality in Liquidity of Emerging Markets 
 
When investigating the intra-market commonality in liquidity in emerging markets, I 
follow Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam (2000)’s procedure. I first calculate 













where LIQi,t denotes my liquidity measure of PZRi,t ,  ILLIQi,t or ILLIQMi,t , TNVi,t , 
and AMIi,t .  Then on each week, the aggregate market illiquidity is calculated as 







































Then I use a market model to regress the percentage change in the liquidity proxy for 
an individual stock on the concurrent percentage change in the market wide liquidity 
proxy (equal or value weighted average of all individual stock liquidity, excluding the 
stock in the dependent variable), which is specified as9:  
 
 tjtmktjjtj DLIQDLIQ ,,, εβα ++=                                                      (1) 
 
Taking into account the time variation feature of the loading factor jβ , I run this 
regression for each individual security in each sample year. Table 3 presents the 
percentage of jβ s that are positive, the percentage of jβ s that are significantly 
positive at the 95% and 90% level for a one-sided test of whether the coefficient is 
smaller or equal to zero, and the equally-weighted averages of the 2jR  across all 
regressions from the same markets. From Table 3 we can see that, with different 
measures, all the empirical results show that emerging markets have significantly 
higher commonality in liquidity than the US market, in terms of both average 2R  and 
percentage of positive β s. The average 2R  for emerging markets ranges from 5.68% 
(for the modified illiquidity ratio) to 18.76% (for log transformation of ILLIQ 
measure). While those for US market are most around 3%. The percentage of positive 
β s also indicates that stocks in emerging markets on average have higher 
commonality in liquidity than US stocks.  
                                                 
9 Chordia et al. (2000) justify the use of liquidity percentage changes rather than levels with two 
reasons: First, the interest “is fundamentally in discovering whether liquidity co-moves”; Second, “time 
series of liquidity levels are more likely to be plagued by econometric problems (e.g., non-
stationarity)”.  
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Panel B and D of Table 3 present the results when aggregate market liquidity is 
calculated as value weighted average of individual stock liquidity from the same 
market. Comparing with the results from Panel A and C, we can see that the average 
slope coefficient does not differ dramatically when the market liquidity is value-
weighted, especially for the modified illiquidity measure ILLIQM. For the illiquidity 
ratio ILLIQ, 12 out of 18 average coefficients are slightly higher when market 
liquidity is value-weighted, suggesting that small stocks are more likely to co-move 
with market liquidity in these markets, a finding that is consistent with Brockman, 
Chung and Perignon (2006). For NYSE stocks, value-weighted market liquidity 
generates higher slope coefficients, but they are still significantly lower than those 
from emerging markets. Table 3 also indicates that, Asia markets have greater 
commonality in liquidity than other countries.  
Overall, the above results indicate that, there also exists intra-market co-
movement in liquidity for individual stocks in most of the emerging markets. And the 
extent to which stocks co-vary with each other in liquidity is significantly higher than 
those of US stocks. This result suggests that liquidity, if treated as a risk factor, is 
more difficult to be diversified away in emerging markets than in developed markets. 
Investors bearing systematic liquidity risk should be compensated.   
 
5.2  Common Sources of Illiquidity at Individual Security Level 
  
In this section, I try to explore the reason why commonality in liquidity is higher in 
emerging markets than in NYSE. In so doing, I examine the sources for commonality 
in liquidity at the individual security level. I look at the time-series determinants of 
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individual liquidity. In particular, I separate the market-wide factors from firm-
specific factors, to see how the different factors affect individual liquidity.  
Previous literature suggests some explanatory variables to the variation of stock 
liquidity, such as the performance and volatility of the stock, and short-term interest 
rate (see Hameed, Kang and Viswanathan 2006; and Chordia, Roll and 
Subrahmanyam 2003). As I use standard deviation of daily returns to measure the 
volatility of both individual stock and the market, and computation of this measure 
requires sufficient number of daily return observations—at least the daily series 
during a month, I thus compute all the variables used in this analysis at a monthly 
frequency. For each individual security, monthly illiquidity measure ILLIQi,t  
(calculated as average of weekly Amihud’ illiquidity ratio over each month10) is 
regressed on a set of explanatory variables: 
   
1,1,51,41,31,21,11,0, _ −−−−−−− +++++++= titmtmtitmtititi IRSTbSTDbSTDbRbRbILLIQbILLIQ εα (2) 
 
where Ri,t-1 is monthly return of security i at time t-1; Rm,t-1 is the lagged monthly 
return of market that security i belongs to. The recent performance of security as well 
as the market could affect liquidity providers’ expectation on performance of the 
security as well as its liquidity risk. They also affect the funding ability of the market 
makers, dealers or other liquidity providers, and thus affect their liquidity provision. 
Therefore, I include these two explanatory variables in my regression. STD i,t-1 is the 
standard deviation of daily returns for security i during month t-1; STDm,t-1 is the 
standard deviation of daily returns of market m that security i belongs to during month 
                                                 
10Some week overlap with two consecutive months. In this case, I tried various rules in defining which 
month this week belongs to. The results are quite the same no matter which rule applies.  
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t-1. Market uncertainty as well as individual security’s volatility influence investors’ 
inventory risk, and thus affect the individual security’s liquidity. ST_IRm,t-1 is the 
short-term interest rate for market m at t-1.  
Table 4 (specification (1) to (5)) presents the equally weighted average of all the 
coefficients across all securities. To make a comparison, I also present the results for 
the same test on the US market in Table 4 Panel B. Consistent with prior studies, my 
results show that individual liquidity has a strong first-order autocorrelation, and is 
significantly affected by the stock’s prior performance and volatility. Specifically, the 
higher a stock’s prior performance, and the lower the volatility, the higher its liquidity. 
Same conclusion applies to NYSE stocks, as shown in Panel B.  
Specification (5) reveals some interesting finding. Panel A shows that, after I add 
in the market performance Rm,t-1 and market volatility STDm,t-1 in the regressions, 
while the average coefficient on stock returns Ri,t-1 remains significant, that on stock 
volatility STD i,t-1  becomes insignificantly different from zero. The market volatility 
STDm,t-1, however, stands out to be a very important determinant factor for individual 
liquidity, and it totally subsumes the impact from the stock’s own volatility. In 
particular, if we compare the magnitude of the average coefficients on STD i,t-1  and 
STDm,t-1, we can see a significant difference, with the effect of the stock’s own 
volatility can be totally ignored, both statistically and economically.  
However, Panel B shows different results. For NYSE stocks, adding in market 
performance and market volatility in the regression does not change the average 
coefficient on STD i,t-1, in terms of statistical significance and magnitude. The average 
coefficient on market volatility is only marginally significant and lower than that on 
stock volatility. This is in contrast to what I find in emerging markets. Firm-specific 
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uncertainty only affects inventory risk of the single security. It won’t cause co-
variation in liquidity. However, market uncertainty influences the inventory risk, as 
well as the liquidity of all securities within the market. Since securities in emerging 
markets are more subject to market uncertainty, any variation in market volatility will 
cause all securities to co-move in liquidity in the same direction. 
Previous studies suggest that market performance has an asymmetric impact on 
liquidity. To capture this effect, I follow Hameed Kang and Viswanathan. (2006) to 
separate the positive and negative lagged returns to allow for their asymmetric impact:  
 
)_()_()_( 1,211,121,111,0, −−−− ++++= tmtitititi RposiAbsbRnegaAbsbRposiAbsbILLIQbILLIQ α
    1,1,51,41,31,22 _)_( −−−−− +++++ titmtmtitm IRSTbSTDbSTDbRnegaAbsb ε         (3)   
 
where Abs(Posi_Ri,t-1)  is absolute value of monthly return of security i at time t-1 if it 
is positive, and zero otherwise; Abs(Nega_Ri,t-1)  is absolute value of monthly return 
of security i at time t-1 if it is negative, and zero otherwise; Abs(Posi_Rm,t-1) is market 
return when it is positive, and zero otherwise; Abs(Nega_Rm,t-1) is market return when 
it is negative, and zero otherwise 11.  
I report the empirical results in specification (6)-(8) of Table 4. I find the same 
asymmetric impact of market and stock performance on liquidity among emerging 
markets as Hameed, Kang and Viswanathan (2006) document in US market. And 
separating positive performance from negative performance does not change the way 
market volatility and stock volatility affect individual liquidity. In emerging markets, 
coefficient on individual volatility consistently remains insignificant while that on 
                                                 
11 I also replace the individual security total volatility measure STD i,t-1 from the above regression for 
the idiosyncratic volatility measure STDidio, t-1 , where STDidio, t-1 is the standard deviation of daily 
idiosyncratic returns for security i during month t-1, and the idiosyncratic return is the residual term of 
the market model. The results are consistent.  
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market volatility remains highly significant. While in NYSE, stock volatility always 
plays a more important role than market volatility in affecting individual liquidity.  
My test does not show a significant role of short-term interest rate, both in 
emerging markets and in developed markets, suggesting that short-term interest rate 
may not be the factor inducing intra-market commonality in liquidity.  
The above results suggest that securities’ liquidity will be affected by market-wide 
variation and thus vary in the same direction. Thus securities more affected by 
market-wide information should have greater commonality in liquidity, which 
provides us a testable implication—highly synchronized securities whose volatility is 
more dependent on market volatility are more likely to co-move in liquidity. I thus 
test this hypothesis in the following way. Firstly, I run the CAPM model for each 
individual security from emerging markets in each sample year and calculate the R2 
from regression as an indicator of its synchronicity (denoted as SYNCH). I also run 
regression (1) for the same security in each year and calculate the R2 from regression 
as the measure of its commonality (denoted as COMO). Secondly, for each year, I 
assign each security from the same market into one of five portfolio based on the 
magnitude of its SYNCH to construct synchronicity portfolios. Then within each 
portfolio, I calculate the mean and median COMO across all securities. Panel A 
shows the results for this univariate test on emerging markets.  
We can see that the average COMO does increase monotonically with SYNCH in 
emerging markets, suggesting that high synchronized securities show high co-
movement in liquidity simultaneously.  
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In order to have a clearer picture of the relation between synchronicity and 
commonality, I run a panel regression for each market across all the stock-year 
observations:  
 
       titiitiiti SIZESYNCHCOMO ,,
*
,,
* εγβα +++=                                          (4) 
 
where COMO*i,t is the R2 from the market liquidity regression for individual security 
i in year t , and and SYNCH*i,t is the R2 from regression of the market model for the 
same security in the same year. Since R2 is bounded within the intervals [0,1], I apply 
logistic transformation to COMO*i,t  and SYNCH*i,t as: 
 















orSYNCHCOMO                                              (5) 
 
SIZEi,t is the log market value of each individual securities in year t. I use size as a 
control variable, to test whether the impact of synchronicity on commonality is simply 
due to size effect.  
From Panel B of table 5 we can see that commonality in liquidity is positively 
related with synchronicity among 17 out of these 18 emerging markets, with 12 of the 
coefficients are significant at the 90% level, and 10 are significant at 95% level. Size 
on average are negatively correlated with commonality (in 16 out 18 markets), and the 
effect is significant at 90% level in 7 markets. But size effect does not subsume the 
impact of synchronicity on commonality.  
I also run the Fama-McBeth regression as a robustness check. For each year, I run 
a cross-sectional regression of (4) among all securities within the same market, and 
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then calculate the average coefficients across all sample years. Results (available upon 
request) show the same pattern: coefficient of SYNCH is positive among 16 markets, 
and coefficient of SIZE is negative in 15 markets.    
The above analysis on individual security level suggests a strong link between 
synchronicity and commonality, and supports the idea that in emerging markets, 
individual liquidity is highly affected by market volatility, which becomes a common 
factor that induces market-wide co-variation in liquidity.  
 
5.3  Sources of Commonality at Aggregate Market Level  
  
In this section, I further investigate whether there are other macro economic factors 
that induce co-variation in liquidity. As we discussed earlier, some market structure or 
investor behaviour could also cause commonality in liquidity. Based on our previous 
discussion, I test my hypothesis on the link between intra-market commonality and 
market macro features by running the following market-year regression: 
 
titmkttmkttmkttmkt GDPBGDPECOMO ,,,2,1,
* // εδββα +Χ+++=         (6) 
 
where COMO*mkt,t  is the cross-sectional average of individual COMO*i,t in the same 
market in year t. My explanatory variables are: E/GDPmkt,t : measured as total 
capitalization of equity market i over the domestic GDP of market i in year t. This 
variable measures the development of equity markets relative to the whole economy. 
As the more developed equity markets have broader industry structure, more 
transparency in information, and better country governance, I expect to see a negative 
relation between development of equity market and commonality in liquidity. 
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B/GDPmkt,t : calculated as total capitalization of bond market i over the domestic GDP 
of market i in year t. It captures the development of alternative investment instruments. 
I also expect to see a negative relation between this variable and commonality. X is a 
vector of control variables including market return, volatility and market wide return 
synchronicity.  
Table 6 Panel A presents the empirical results. The coefficients on development of 
equity and bond markets are significantly negative, suggesting that the development 
of equity markets and alternative investments such as bond markets can reduce the 
commonality in liquidity.  
Table 6 also shows some interesting findings that are consistent with previous 
findings in US market. For example, there is asymmetric impact of market 
performance on commonality in liquidity, with stocks co-move with each other more 
in the bear market than in the bull market. Also, commonality in liquidity is more 
pronounced during volatile periods, and when returns are more likely to co-move with 
each other.  
Another interesting question is how international fund flows affect the liquidity 
risk. International investors are usually big institutional investors, who invest in 
portfolios rather than do stock-picking as most individual investors do. Their trading 
behaviour does affect more than just a couple of stocks when they balance their 
portfolios. For example, when faced with an unexpected need to liquidate assets, big 
portfolio investors may choose to liquidate several assets from the portfolios, thus 
causing liquidity co-movement among these assets. On the other hand, previous 
literature documents that international and institution investors tend to herd. They buy 
or sell with each other, which can also cause the co-variation in liquidity among many 
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securities. Therefore, we shall see a positive relation between international fund 
inflow and co-movement of liquidity. 
In empirical tests, I run a similar pooled regression of the commonality measure 
COMO*mkt,t  on the international fund flows.  
 
                              titmkttmkttmkt FLOWCOMO ,,,1,
* εδβα +Χ++=                               (7) 
 
FLOWmkt,t are international portfolio flows. I have Port.Inm,,t (Equity.Inm,,t) measuring 
the international portfolio (equity) inflows into country m in year t, and Port.Netm,,t 
(Equity.Netm,,t) measuring the international net portfolio (net equity) inflows into 
country m in year t. X is a vector of control variables including market performance, 
volatility, and market wide return synchronicity. 
The empirical regression results are reported in Table 6 Panel B. All these four 
international fund flow measures have a significantly positive impact on market 
commonality in liquidity, suggesting that market integration process actually 
increases the liquidity risk in emerging markets, by causing more systematic variation 
in liquidity within the markets.  
 
5.4  Inter-Market Commonality in Liquidity 
 
5.4.1 Inter-Market Commonality in Liquidity across Emerging Markets   
In this section, I investigate the co-variation of aggregate market liquidity across 
emerging markets. Instead of using the same methodology in investigating the intra-
market commonality where I assign a priori role to market liquidity, I employ 
common factor analysis to see whether there is any common determinant affecting the 
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aggregate market liquidities of several markets. In particular, I divide my sample 
markets according to the regions they are geographically located. Among my 18 
emerging markets, 10 are from Asia, 5 are from Latin America, only 2 are from 
Europe and 1 from Africa. Therefore, I only look at markets in Asia and Latin 
America regions.  
My starting point is a hypothesis that a set of common factors underlies market 
liquidity. In particular, I assume that the cross-section of aggregate liquidity from a 
set of n markets can be represented statistically by the linear factor model:  
 
                                         tttm FLIQ εθ +=,                                                                  (8) 
 
where LIQm,t is a column n-vector of the aggregate liquidity of the n markets at time t; 
and Ft is a column vector of liquidity common factors. Aggregate liquidity is 
calculated as equally weighted average of Amihud’s illiquidity ratio (ILLQ) across all 
individual stock within the same market. I use the same procedure as in Chapter 5 
Section 5.2 to construct monthly liquidity measure from weekly observations.  
The results for Asian markets are shown in Table 7 Panel A. Results shows that 
there are three common factors affecting all the market liquidity of these 10 countries. 
However, the Eigenvalues of the second and third factor are less than 1, indicating 
that they are negligible. The first Eigenvalue of 3.4124 implies that 
3.4124/10=34.12% of the total variation in market liquidity can be explained by a 
single common factor, indicating a strong link among the aggregate liquidity of these 
markets.  
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Previous researches document volatility spillover across markets. Such effect 
could induce co-variation in inventory risk of different markets, thus causing 
commonality in liquidity. In order to investigate whether there are spillover effects 
among my sample markets and whether they are related to the liquidity linkage across 
markets, I first apply the same procedure on market volatility to find the common 
factors Gt as in equation (8).  
 
                                             tttm GSTD εφ +=,                                                             (9) 
 
where STDm,t is a column n-vector of the market volatility of the n markets at time t; 
Gt is a column vector of market volatility common factors. Here volatility is standard 
deviation of market daily returns during a month.  
Table 7 Panel A shows that there also exist common factors affecting volatility of 
these 10 markets, and 38.43% of the total variation in market volatility can be 
explained by a single common factor, with the other two factors are negligible.  
Then, I want to see whether the common factor in volatility spillover is related to 
the common factor in liquidity commonality. I therefore extract these two factors Ft 
and Gt and calculate their correlation. Panel A shows that these two factors are 
significantly positively correlated, with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.5087.  
These findings show that variation of market aggregate liquidities of the 10 Asian 
markets are driven by a common factor Ft and are thus correlated with each other. 
Such link is related to the spillover in volatility among these markets which induces 
co-variation in inventory risk among them.  
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In Table 7 Panel B, I replicate the same procedure for the 5 Latin America 
countries. The results also indicate a common factor explaining 48.07% of total 
variation in market liquidity, and another common factor explaining 56.07% of total 
variation in market volatility. These two factors are also positively correlated, with a 
lower correlation coefficient of 0.1036, but still statistically significant.  
I also test the cross-region linkage in liquidity and volatility. The regional 
liquidity and volatility are calculated as equally weighted average market liquidity or 
volatility of countries from the same region. Panel C shows that, these two regions are 
quite segmented in a sense that both the liquidity and volatility are unrelated.  
The results in this section show that market aggregate liquidities co-move with 
other markets from the same region. But they are relatively independent of market 
liquidity from other regions. Though it is hard for international investors to diversify 
their liquidity exposure among markets from the same region, they can do so at a 
broader setting by constructing global portfolio, or just diversifying across different 
regions. This finding does not support the existence of global liquidity risk.  
5.4.2 Commonality in Liquidity between Emerging Markets and NYSE  
Results in last section suggest a link between volatility spillover effect across different 
markets and commonality in liquidity. Some prior studies on global spillover find that 
this is a one-direction effect, with US being the most influential market whose 
volatility affects most countries in the world, but not the other way round (see  Eun 
and Shim, 1989;  Hamao, Masulis and Ng, 1990; Janakiramanan and Lamba, 1998). 
These evidences suggest a positive relation between liquidity in US market and 
liquidity in emerging markets whose volatility are affected by volatility of US market. 
However, there could also exist other factors that influence the cross-border linkage in 
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liquidity between developed markets and emerging markets. For example, huge 
institutional investors may move funds from developed to emerging markets in search 
of higher growth. In so doing, they will reduce the liquidity in developed markets and 
increase the liquidity in emerging markets. When they move funds back from 
emerging markets to developed markets in times of uncertainty, they will decrease the 
liquidity of emerging markets and increase the liquidity of developed markets. Under 
this scenario, liquidity of developed markets and that of emerging markets should be 
negatively correlated. Therefore, it is hard to predict how liquidity is linked between 
developed and emerging markets.  
To examine the linkage in liquidity between emerging markets and US stock 
market, I look at the Pearson correlation coefficients between aggregate market 
liquidity of each individual emerging market and that of NYSE. I also check the 
linkage in volatility/return by looking at the Pearson correlation coefficients between 
volatility/return of each individual emerging market and that of NYSE. Aggregate 
liquidity and volatility are defined as in section 5.4.1.  
Table 8 shows the main results. We can see that while these emerging markets co-
move with US stock market in volatility and return, they might not do so in liquidity. 
For the liquidity correlation coefficients, 7 out of 18 are negative, and 4 of them are 
significant at above 95% level. Among the 11 positive coefficients, 8 of them are 
significant at above 95% level. On average, the liquidity correlation coefficient is 0.2, 
lower than the volatility and return correlation coefficients.  
I also notice that this liquidity linkage has some geographic characteristic, with 
Asian markets are more positively correlated with US market in liquidity, while Latin 
America markets are more negatively correlated with US market. Panel B shows that 
among 10 Asian countries, 8 have positive correlation coefficients, with the exception 
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of Philippines and Indonesia. Among the 5 Latin American countries, however, 4 of 
them have negative correlation coefficients, though their volatility and return are 
positively correlated with those of US market.   
Table 8 is a snap-shot of the relation between emerging markets and US market in 
liquidity, volatility and return. I also look at such links over time. I calculate the three 
correlation coefficients for every market in every year with weekly measures, and see 
whether these coefficients are correlated. I find that: Firstly, the correlation between 
emerging market aggregate liquidity and US market liquidity varies over time. For 
each emerging markets, the correlation coefficients are positive in some years and 
negative in others. Secondly, the empirical test fails to show any link between 
volatility/return correlation coefficients and liquidity correlation coefficients, 
suggesting that during periods of high spillover and/or high synchronicity between US 
market and emerging markets, their correlation in liquidity may not necessarily be 
high. I also employ the factor analysis as in section 5.4.1. Again, I fail to find 
correlation between liquidity commonality and volatility spillover between emerging 
markets and developed markets.  
 
The empirical results for this section have very important implication of 
international investors. The weak, even negative correlation in market liquidity 
between emerging markets from different region, or between emerging markets and 
developed markets sheds doubt on the existence of global systematic liquidity risk, 
suggesting that it is possible for international investors to diversify their liquidity risk 





Liquidity and liquidity risk are both greater concerns for investors in emerging 
markets than for those in developed markets. Emerging markets have many features 
that could induce greater commonality in liquidity than developed markets. A 
comprehensive study on commonality as well as its underlying driving forces could 
produce more powerful and useful results than in developed markets. My study in 
such setting generates several interesting findings:  
1) I document a significantly higher commonality in liquidity in emerging markets 
than in developed markets. Such a result suggests that it is more difficult for investors 
to totally diversify liquidity risk in emerging markets than in developed markets. 
Investors investing in emerging markets should pay attention not only to the level of 
liquidity, but also to the systematic liquidity risk.  
2) The time-series analysis at individual security level shows that individual 
liquidity in emerging markets is more affected by market uncertainty than by 
individual volatility, which is in contrast to securities from developed markets. 
Market volatility, as a common factor affecting variation of individual liquidity from 
the same market, could induce market-wide co-variation in liquidity. This could 
partially explain the higher commonality in liquidity in emerging markets than in 
developed markets. And consistent with this explanation, I find commonality in 
liquidity is positively related with synchronicity in prices, a measure indicating the 
extent to which individual volatility is affected by market uncertainty. This finding 
also has implications for investors. The positive link between price co-movement and 
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liquidity co-movement indicates that, when investors construct return portfolios to 
diversify systematic market risk, they can diversify some liquidity risk 
contemporaneously as well.  
3) I find that countries with less developed equity markets or/and less developed 
bond markets have higher intra-market co-variation in liquidity. This finding has 
some implication for regulators. In order to decrease the systematic liquidity risk of 
the emerging markets, regulators should make more effort in further developing the 
equity markets, such as increasing the information transparency, as well as developing 
alternative investment instruments such as bonds to provide investors more channels 
to transfer their liquidity shocks, and thus reduce the liquidity risk within one asset 
market.  
4) I document inter-market commonality among emerging countries from the 
same geographical region. And such a link is closely related with the volatility 
spillover effect among these markets. I fail to find any co-variation in aggregate 
liquidity across different regions, which shed some doubt on the existence of global 
liquidity factor. The results show that though it is less likely for investors to totally 
diversify liquidity risk within one single market, or across different markets within the 
same geographic region, it seems possible for international investors to totally 
diversify liquidity risk at global level, or across markets from different regions. 
Results from the study on the relation between emerging markets and developed 
markets in aggregate liquidity reinforce this conclusion.  
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Table 1 Descriptive statistics on time series liquidity measures 
 
These tables report in each sample market the total number of weeks (T), total number of stocks (Total 
N) and average number of stocks within sample weeks (Aver. N), and the time-series descriptive 
statistics of aggregate liquidity/illiquidity measures. I include the same statistics on sample securities 
from NYSE for comparison.  
 
A:  Proportion of Zero Return (PZR) 




N Mean Std. Dev Min Q1 Median Q3 Max 
1 Argentina 620 87 67 0.5219 0.1213 0.1250 0.4415 0.5107 0.5890 1.0000
2 Brazil 672 352 232 0.6183 0.0849 0.1854 0.5635 0.6167 0.6698 0.8950
3 Chile 776 166 134 0.6691 0.0792 0.4015 0.6168 0.6732 0.7241 0.8986
4 Greece 776 361 222 0.2824 0.1731 0.0075 0.1540 0.2696 0.3884 0.8442
5 India 776 418 328 0.2669 0.2017 0.0046 0.1054 0.2429 0.3757 1.0000
6 Israel 620 121 87 0.2327 0.1015 0.0581 0.1659 0.2145 0.2732 0.6984
7 Mexico 776 159 92 0.5402 0.0873 0.1342 0.4879 0.5491 0.5929 0.8730
8 Pakistan 672 96 79 0.4812 0.1644 0.1633 0.3539 0.4959 0.5913 1.0000
9 Peru 672 82 52 0.7415 0.0973 0.4459 0.6652 0.7506 0.8238 0.9493
10 Philippines 776 217 145 0.6832 0.1049 0.4214 0.5967 0.6896 0.7668 0.9539
11 Poland 464 99 75 0.2339 0.0924 0.0844 0.1782 0.2172 0.2638 0.6877
12 South Africa 776 665 400 0.6108 0.1459 0.1946 0.4869 0.5736 0.7675 0.9563
13 Turkey 672 224 177 0.3807 0.2139 0.0382 0.2073 0.3068 0.5522 1.0000
14 Indonesia 513 290 112 0.3436 0.0983 0.0556 0.2784 0.3333 0.4059 0.6589
15 Korea 517 855 686 0.1191 0.0532 0.0229 0.0768 0.1174 0.1428 0.3826
16 Thailand 571 408 121 0.1547 0.0461 0.0000 0.1250 0.1563 0.1874 0.2679
17 Taiwan 516 484 306 0.1105 0.0363 0.0000 0.0875 0.1101 0.1314 0.3031
18 Malaysia 518 751 490 0.1695 0.0502 0.0417 0.1358 0.1690 0.2037 0.3034
 MEAN 649 324 211 0.3978 0.1084 0.1325 0.3182 0.3887 0.4694 0.7596
19 NYSE 780 2567 1568 0.1275 0.0846 0.0146 0.0326 0.1105 0.2132 0.2670
 
 
B: Amihud’s Illiquidity measure (ILLIQ), local currency 
 Market T Mean Std. Dev Min Q1 Median Q3 Max 
1 Argentina 618 1.2961 0.9115 0.1501 0.6668 1.0621 1.6274 7.9997 
2 Brazil 672 2.1014 1.6317 0.0199 0.8602 1.8129 2.8966 14.8653 
3 Chile 776 0.0081 0.0058 0.0005 0.0039 0.0066 0.0109 0.0532 
4 Greece 776 1.3060 1.0388 0.0071 0.4949 1.1267 1.8804 6.2318 
5 India 568 0.1945 0.1501 0.0000 0.0597 0.1868 0.2901 0.9505 
6 Israel 620 0.4782 0.4804 0.0151 0.1550 0.2855 0.6386 2.5665 
7 Mexico 776 0.2209 0.1768 0.0059 0.0945 0.1789 0.3070 1.6157 
8 Pakistan 671 0.3083 0.2608 0.0000 0.1031 0.2383 0.4531 1.7350 
9 Peru 672 1.8988 1.5052 0.1259 0.9320 1.5182 2.4270 12.3404 
10 Philippines 776 0.5858 0.4547 0.0154 0.2218 0.5003 0.8292 2.7810 
11 Poland 464 0.3459 0.2744 0.0268 0.1408 0.2697 0.4702 1.4399 
12 South Africa 776 2.7376 1.5467 0.2658 1.5502 2.4170 3.5292 10.8985 
13 Turkey 665 1.6568 2.3996 0.0000 0.2060 0.6816 2.2356 16.9798 
14 Indonesia 512 0.0003 0.0003 0.0000 0.0001 0.0002 0.0004 0.0028 
15 Korea 517 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0008 
16 Thailand 571 0.0492 0.0422 0.0033 0.0179 0.0361 0.0688 0.2500 
17 Taiwan 510 0.0048 0.0061 0.0003 0.0015 0.0024 0.0052 0.0362 
18 Malaysia 517 0.1554 0.1958 -0.2327 0.0330 0.0867 0.1989 1.2305 
                  
19 NYSE 778 0.0300 0.0150 0.0058 0.0203 0.0287 0.0371 0.1064 
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Table 1 Descriptive statistics on time series liquidity measures (continued)  
 
C: Amihud’s Illiquidity measure in US dollar (ILLIQusd), 
 Market T Mean Std. Dev Min Q1 Median Q3 Max 
1 Argentina 618 1.6479 1.2920 0.0428 0.7469 1.3081 2.1086 10.1432 
2 Brazil 672 3.8310 3.5576 0.0168 0.6820 3.1744 6.1415 23.9791 
3 Chile 620 4.4846 2.7501 0.0000 2.2788 3.9945 6.1430 19.2927 
4 Greece 776 3.0299 2.1879 0.0224 1.3687 2.8402 4.1435 15.1649 
5 India 568 6.6906 4.9209 0.0456 1.9806 6.3410 10.4706 30.7458 
6 Israel 620 1.4131 1.2111 0.0621 0.5509 0.9831 1.9521 6.3336 
7 Mexico 579 2.1421 1.4618 0.0614 0.9932 1.8827 2.9801 12.4774 
8 Pakistan 671 11.8608 10.3022 0.0000 3.7917 9.1509 16.6159 74.8609 
9 Peru 672 4.2951 2.9133 0.3108 2.3507 3.7356 5.5028 21.4191 
10 Philippines 776 21.4628 18.3610 0.0000 5.8827 17.1132 32.2579 94.0836 
11 Poland 724 1.2146 1.9195 0.0022 0.1947 0.6583 1.4925 15.3728 
12 South Africa 776 15.4628 10.2488 1.6736 7.3515 12.1460 22.6579 61.6510 
13 Turkey 665 0.2242 0.2026 0.0000 0.0965 0.1722 0.2760 1.4214 
14 Indonesia 511 1.9692 2.9330 0.0448 0.3325 0.7410 2.2885 19.9614 
15 Korea 517 0.1779 0.1549 0.0233 0.0951 0.1402 0.2156 1.5737 
16 Thailand 571 1.5093 1.4859 0.0845 0.4110 0.9717 2.0721 7.4662 
17 Taiwan 510 0.1845 0.2220 0.0008 0.0434 0.0876 0.2493 1.2682 
18 Malaysia 517 1.2614 1.0690 0.0650 0.5387 0.9669 1.6346 6.2363 
 MEAN 631 4.6034 3.7330 0.1365 1.6494 3.6893 6.6224 23.5251 
19 NYSE 778 0.0300 0.0150 0.0058 0.0203 0.0287 0.0371 0.1064 
 
D: Modified Amihud’s Illiquidity measure (ILLIQM), 
 Market T Mean Std. Dev Min Q1 Median Q3 Max 
1 Argentina 630 1.3408 0.6037 0.2297 0.9249 1.2441 1.6679 5.4250 
2 Brazil 685 2.6947 1.7692 0.0000 1.1540 2.5916 3.9864 10.7685 
3 Chile 788 0.0073 0.0039 0.0007 0.0044 0.0066 0.0095 0.0299 
4 Greece 788 2.3031 1.5627 0.0187 1.0096 2.2688 3.3078 7.8297 
5 India 578 0.4086 0.2855 0.0000 0.1284 0.4024 0.6450 1.0867 
6 Israel 631 0.7488 0.6383 0.0371 0.2868 0.4861 1.0936 3.3483 
7 Mexico 789 0.2318 0.1486 0.0167 0.1145 0.2078 0.3153 1.0186 
8 Pakistan 682 0.4399 0.3308 0.0000 0.1494 0.3796 0.6274 1.5498 
9 Peru 683 2.0981 1.4585 0.1558 1.1527 1.7945 2.6463 11.0987 
10 Philippines 788 0.7227 0.4890 0.0241 0.3102 0.6335 1.0644 2.4460 
11 Poland 471 0.7503 0.5389 0.0685 0.3302 0.5987 1.0247 2.5581 
12 South Africa 789 3.4444 1.6510 0.2560 2.1880 3.1669 4.5349 10.3413 
13 Turkey 683 3.6002 4.8023 0.0270 0.5337 1.7062 4.8621 28.9326 
14 Indonesia 523 0.0006 0.0004 0.0001 0.0003 0.0005 0.0007 0.0027 
15 Korea 520 0.0004 0.0003 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0016 
16 Thailand 587 0.0938 0.1023 0.0014 0.0239 0.0525 0.1202 0.5099 
17 Taiwan 528 0.0141 0.0136 0.0014 0.0061 0.0099 0.0169 0.0974 
18 Malaysia 534 0.3008 0.3035 0.0148 0.0908 0.1854 0.3922 1.6354 
          







Table 1 Descriptive statistics on time series liquidity measures (continued) 
 
 
E:  Turnover Ratio (TNV)  
 Market T Mean Std. Dev Min Q1 Median Q3 Max 
1 Argentina 618 0.0480 0.0300 0.0070 0.0300 0.0400 0.0550 0.1890 
2 Brazil 672 0.0900 0.0320 0.0210 0.0690 0.0790 0.1020 0.2210 
3 Chile 776 0.0260 0.0100 0.0050 0.0180 0.0250 0.0320 0.0640 
4 Greece 776 0.1310 0.0620 0.0340 0.0840 0.1200 0.1630 0.3550 
5 India 568 0.0590 0.0260 0.0090 0.0380 0.0550 0.0760 0.1400 
6 Israel 620 0.0640 0.0300 0.0080 0.0340 0.0660 0.0850 0.1490 
7 Mexico 776 0.0820 0.0360 0.0070 0.0490 0.0810 0.1080 0.2140 
8 Pakistan 671 0.0590 0.0220 0.0020 0.0430 0.0560 0.0740 0.1420 
9 Peru 672 0.0970 0.0670 0.0050 0.0400 0.0830 0.1400 0.3230 
10 Philippines 776 0.0440 0.0220 0.0060 0.0250 0.0410 0.0600 0.1100 
11 Poland 464 0.0810 0.0300 0.0140 0.0580 0.0760 0.0990 0.2040 
12 South Africa 776 0.0520 0.0090 0.0190 0.0460 0.0520 0.0570 0.0800 
13 Turkey 665 0.2200 0.0440 0.0000 0.1980 0.2230 0.2410 0.3630 
14 Indonesia 513 0.0560 0.0240 0.0110 0.0380 0.0530 0.0710 0.1310 
15 Korea 517 0.2150 0.0570 0.0390 0.1830 0.2200 0.2620 0.3250 
16 Thailand 570 0.0630 0.0520 0.0040 0.0290 0.0510 0.0840 0.4730 
17 Taiwan 515 0.2550 0.0630 0.0560 0.2100 0.2530 0.2980 0.4480 
18 Malaysia 518 0.0790 0.0440 0.0100 0.0430 0.0700 0.1090 0.1960 
 MEAN 637 0.0956 0.0367 0.0143 0.0686 0.0913 0.1176 0.2293 
19 NYSE 780 0.1800 0.0499 0.0804 0.1422 0.1628 0.2136 0.3071 
 
 
F: Amivest Ratio (Amivest)  
 Market T Mean Std. Dev Min Q1 Median Q3 Max 
1 Argentina 617 31.1785 13.8060 3.1476 21.2000 28.8921 39.9944 84.3745 
2 Brazil 671 199.6520 240.0650 0.3157 8.1837 23.6083 402.2620 871.5410 
3 Chile 773 260.9859 169.8694 7.3840 140.0352 222.7943 335.6891 1082.6200
4 Greece 776 11.2820 6.4936 0.7059 6.2203 10.4730 14.9931 37.4062 
5 India 567 35.0454 20.0574 0.1775 17.8283 33.5869 49.6999 96.2716 
6 Israel 620 33.3258 23.0782 0.8023 7.6535 34.2865 50.4065 100.7080 
7 Mexico 775 317.0704 159.9222 26.2555 196.6875 291.7511 417.8576 823.0186 
8 Pakistan 666 339.4737 310.2374 4.3358 107.7508 262.0011 462.4177 2434.2900
9 Peru 670 29.5570 17.8969 0.2341 16.6269 27.4109 39.9629 137.5457 
10 Philippines 772 163.0822 91.9763 15.5763 96.7983 150.1561 211.3534 704.5077 
11 Poland 464 10.7354 6.3024 0.7007 5.6306 9.8334 14.9068 37.6633 
12 South Africa 776 56.2911 31.8920 9.5843 34.2648 45.6634 69.1441 161.8400 
13 Turkey 659 63.9426 55.0442 0.4453 13.1972 53.2666 98.8080 241.0001 
14 Indonesia 511 80.8086 62.4734 2.5635 28.8286 62.7548 123.8864 279.0137 
15 Korea 517 12.5845 7.8451 1.6710 6.8912 10.1461 14.7441 37.3932 
16 Thailand 571 48.8875 30.5270 3.1561 28.1138 39.9599 59.8764 191.0501 
17 Taiwan 510 838.1920 379.7795 132.8814 539.0681 803.9920 1112.5300 2095.2500
18 Malaysia 517 58.5453 32.5451 5.9795 33.4015 51.1357 79.6559 169.2394 
 MEAN 635 143.9244 92.2117 11.9954 72.6878 120.0951 199.8994 532.4852 





Table 2 Pearson correlation analysis between different liquidity measures 
I construct the time-series market aggregate liquidity/illiquidity measure of each individual security 
market as in Table 1, and calculate the Pearson correlation coefficients between any two of these 
measures on each market. Table 2 Panel A reports the average coefficients and p-values across all the 
emerging markets, and Panel B reports the coefficients and p-value of NYSE market.  
  
 
Panel A: Emerging Markets 
 ILLIQM PZR TNV AMIVEST 
ILLIQ 0.8297 0.3630 -0.3714 -0.4205 
P-value <.0001 0.0836 0.0734 0.0149 
ILLIQM  0.3269 -0.1247 -0.0538 
P-value  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
PZR   -0.4016 -0.3851 
P-value   0.0696 0.0715 
TNV    0.2660 
P-value    0.0001 
 
 
Panel B: NYSE 
 ILLIQM PZR TNV AMIVEST 
ILLIQ 0.9679 0.7314 -0.6577 -0.5470 
P-value <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
ILLIQM  0.7645 -0.7999 -0.7338 
P-value  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
PZR   -0.8747 -0.8026 
P-value   <.0001 <.0001 
TNV    0.9480 
P-value    <.0001 
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Table 3 Intra market commonality in liquidity 
When investigating the commonality in liquidity in emerging markets, I strictly following Chordia et al. (2000)’s procedure tjtmktjjtj DLIQDLIQ ,,, εβα ++= , 
where, tiDLIQ , denotes percentage change in individual weekly liquidity;  tmktDLIQ ,  denotes percentage change in market weekly liquidity,  and the aggregate 
market illiquidity is calculated as equally (as in Panel A, C, E, F, G and H) or value-weighted (as in Panel B and D) average of all individual stock liquidity measure, 
excluding the stock in the dependent variable.  Taking into account the time variation feature of the loading factor jβ , I run this regression for each individual 
security in each sample year. Table 3 reports the percentage of jβ s that are positive, the percentage of jβ s that are significantly positive at the 95% and 90% level 
for a one-sided test of whether the coefficient is smaller or equal to zero, and the cross-sectional, equally-weighted averages of the 2jR  from the above regression. 
      
(A) 
ILLQ_E      
(B) 
ILLQ_V      
(C) 
ILLQM_E      
(D) 
ILLQM_V    
  Market RSQ Pct + Pct +.90 Pct. +95 RSQ Pct + Pct +.90 Pct. +95 RSQ Pct + Pct +.90 Pct. +95 RSQ Pct + Pct +.90 Pct. +95 
1 Argentina  5.82% 74.71% 37.16% 28.21% 6.49% 80.00% 37.32% 30.10% 3.21% 58.83% 20.86% 14.85% 4.34% 61.97% 28.97% 22.74% 
2 Brazil  2.76% 55.44% 17.66% 11.69% 3.48% 51.82% 18.24% 13.74% 2.35% 46.53% 12.00% 8.34% 2.20% 39.04% 10.06% 6.90% 
3 Chile  3.38% 59.34% 20.61% 15.29% 4.30% 60.54% 22.60% 18.38% 2.41% 47.12% 12.08% 8.31% 2.50% 48.74% 13.07% 10.32% 
4 Greece  10.10% 88.39% 57.52% 48.82% 11.43% 90.61% 61.35% 52.75% 7.04% 79.41% 46.17% 37.34% 6.56% 76.89% 42.94% 34.50% 
5 India  7.07% 84.37% 41.66% 32.11% 7.75% 83.13% 43.11% 33.38% 4.14% 74.22% 33.75% 23.92% 5.20% 71.24% 36.93% 29.08% 
6 Israel  4.30% 71.55% 29.89% 21.97% 5.33% 78.97% 33.59% 24.23% 3.00% 59.93% 21.50% 15.42% 4.34% 67.05% 32.32% 23.48% 
7 Mexico  2.29% 51.61% 13.94% 9.55% 2.33% 53.33% 14.06% 8.55% 2.07% 43.11% 11.53% 7.27% 2.30% 45.43% 11.67% 7.31% 
8 Pakistan  3.82% 65.55% 21.85% 18.18% 4.99% 73.91% 30.47% 24.34% 3.22% 59.22% 20.31% 14.69% 3.99% 63.92% 21.31% 15.64% 
9 Peru  4.89% 62.31% 25.38% 18.46% 2.32% 49.15% 13.56% 10.17% 7.38% 52.96% 21.85% 17.04% 1.41% 40.66% 6.64% 3.73% 
10 Philippines  3.73% 63.44% 24.76% 17.27% 3.51% 53.61% 18.72% 13.94% 2.67% 48.44% 16.18% 10.55% 2.19% 42.77% 9.89% 6.41% 
11 Poland  6.36% 75.32% 37.02% 29.95% 6.75% 77.69% 39.76% 30.43% 2.92% 57.67% 17.81% 13.76% 2.64% 51.10% 17.17% 10.98% 
12 South Africa  3.13% 62.53% 21.25% 14.48% 3.37% 61.93% 21.44% 14.66% 2.24% 46.93% 11.95% 7.68% 2.44% 44.38% 12.60% 8.39% 
13 Turkey  24.79% 97.13% 79.30% 72.68% 28.96% 95.35% 79.09% 72.45% 11.72% 94.12% 69.33% 60.22% 13.42% 92.10% 70.57% 62.05% 
14 Indonesia  8.42% 83.43% 48.75% 38.15% 7.33% 74.73% 35.75% 29.84% 5.39% 70.36% 30.66% 24.02% 3.36% 59.05% 19.74% 14.44% 
15 Korea  15.48% 95.93% 74.94% 66.31% 16.50% 95.58% 73.94% 64.40% 10.05% 91.57% 67.38% 58.68% 10.03% 92.35% 67.48% 57.89% 
16 Thailand  23.22% 92.81% 68.11% 60.38% 16.18% 78.97% 29.31% 21.72% 5.41% 66.56% 26.43% 19.58% 2.46% 53.88% 13.53% 9.27% 
17 Taiwan  29.14% 98.07% 85.88% 80.35% 22.92% 97.85% 81.72% 75.03% 17.22% 95.92% 81.49% 74.31% 23.39% 95.41% 80.60% 75.56% 
18 Malaysia  29.14% 96.74% 81.20% 74.95% 19.55% 96.67% 77.86% 70.33% 13.25% 89.27% 62.85% 54.08% 9.54% 83.56% 51.17% 43.15% 
  MEAN 10.44% 76.59% 43.72% 36.60% 9.64% 75.21% 40.66% 33.80% 5.87% 65.68% 32.45% 26.11% 5.68% 62.75% 30.37% 24.55% 




Table 3 Intra market commonality in liquidity (continued) 
 
      
(E) 
PZR_E      
(F) 
TNV_E      
(G) 
AMIVEST_E      
(H) 
Ln(ILLIQ)_E    
  Market RSQ Pct + Pct +.90 Pct. +95 RSQ Pct + Pct +.90 Pct. +95 RSQ Pct + Pct +.90 Pct. +95 RSQ Pct + Pct +.90 Pct. +95 
1 Argentina  8.15% 87.14% 55.90% 43.95% 16.57% 90.12% 63.67% 57.32% 8.20% 78.95% 45.11% 35.84% 13.48% 77.43% 51.31% 44.66% 
2 Brazil  6.77% 82.14% 44.20% 34.36% 5.26% 72.51% 36.25% 27.98% 4.80% 66.81% 29.07% 22.13% 12.96% 84.12% 63.71% 57.30% 
3 Chile  5.27% 79.44% 38.73% 28.66% 5.25% 72.75% 34.83% 27.72% 4.22% 58.53% 23.05% 16.62% 17.21% 97.80% 84.33% 77.20% 
4 Greece  9.96% 90.10% 59.42% 49.07% 15.50% 92.48% 72.30% 63.83% 11.28% 86.69% 53.26% 45.21% 15.75% 69.68% 47.41% 43.68% 
5 India  25.45% 98.06% 89.25% 84.24% 11.05% 90.61% 63.99% 54.10% 6.80% 77.93% 37.64% 30.07% 19.64% 89.95% 78.00% 74.04% 
6 Israel  10.52% 91.49% 60.92% 50.34% 12.11% 83.17% 55.03% 48.87% 4.69% 68.14% 28.06% 20.22% 14.54% 84.72% 66.58% 61.24% 
7 Mexico  5.99% 80.84% 39.11% 30.74% 10.97% 82.09% 50.41% 44.08% 6.30% 71.52% 35.07% 26.34% 15.54% 89.81% 73.60% 68.15% 
8 Pakistan  14.95% 92.54% 67.95% 59.97% 6.02% 74.31% 35.86% 26.72% 9.10% 73.94% 40.55% 33.94% 18.65% 89.18% 72.16% 67.35% 
9 Peru  5.36% 74.18% 39.02% 27.40% 7.67% 71.15% 34.39% 28.85% 10.85% 69.19% 31.98% 25.58% 6.81% 63.13% 24.75% 19.19% 
10 Philippines  6.59% 80.83% 47.37% 36.59% 7.78% 78.42% 41.82% 32.96% 7.47% 77.47% 38.57% 29.52% 17.58% 87.80% 69.35% 61.76% 
11 Poland  10.74% 92.13% 65.31% 55.10% 12.21% 86.70% 61.38% 53.37% 4.98% 75.53% 32.37% 24.08% 15.57% 84.56% 67.37% 60.42% 
12 South Africa  5.87% 82.86% 42.25% 31.82% 4.82% 71.45% 31.60% 23.47% 5.37% 67.72% 27.57% 20.74% 11.83% 80.74% 56.94% 49.70% 
13 Turkey  19.70% 96.55% 78.40% 71.05% 13.34% 82.40% 51.47% 44.53% 17.36% 93.47% 71.12% 61.33% 22.92% 71.26% 53.85% 51.22% 
14 Indonesia  5.14% 73.74% 33.08% 26.52% 8.01% 80.35% 46.95% 36.81% 10.82% 84.91% 55.60% 46.55% 24.90% 99.28% 93.88% 89.21% 
15 Korea  4.16% 70.79% 26.58% 16.07% 16.61% 95.43% 78.12% 70.65% 9.49% 88.49% 54.05% 43.60% 27.14% 99.34% 95.21% 92.19% 
16 Thailand  4.54% 58.25% 24.27% 16.50% 7.03% 75.86% 39.86% 30.71% 10.49% 87.27% 54.02% 44.17% 24.90% 97.29% 90.49% 85.85% 
17 Taiwan  5.86% 78.46% 35.38% 29.23% 37.87% 98.30% 92.58% 90.35% 14.32% 94.37% 70.95% 61.74% 33.10% 99.78% 97.74% 96.03% 
18 Malaysia  4.35% 73.42% 29.37% 20.25% 26.35% 96.95% 83.39% 78.09% 19.55% 94.58% 72.88% 65.00% 25.20% 86.92% 74.51% 70.67% 
  MEAN 8.85% 82.39% 48.70% 39.55% 12.47% 83.06% 54.10% 46.69% 9.23% 78.64% 44.50% 36.26% 18.76% 86.27% 70.07% 64.99% 
19 NYSE 3.14% 57.58% 16.61% 9.58% 2.68% 76.61% 64.84% 59.93% 3.85% 69.24% 26.91% 18.55% 5.66% 77.72% 41.84% 31.71% 
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Table 4: Time series determinants of individual liquidity 
 
Time series regression of monthly illiquidity measure ILLIQ i,t  (calculated as average of weekly Amihud’ illiquidity ratio over each month) was run on the following explanatory 
variables for each individual security.  
1,1,51,41,31,21,11,0, _ −−−−−−− +++++++= titmtmtitmtititi IRSTbSTDbSTDbRbRbILLIQbILLIQ εα                               (2) 
1,1,51,41,31,221,211,121,111,0, _)_()_()_()_( −−−−−−−−− +++++++++= titmtmtitmtmtitititi IRSTbSTDbSTDbRnegaAbsbRposiAbsbRnegaAbsbRposiAbsbILLIQbILLIQ εα    (3)   
The table presents the cross-sectional average of all the coefficients across all securities. R i,t-1 is monthly return of security i at time t-1; Abs_Posi(R i,t-1)  is absolute value of monthly 
return of security i at time t-1 if it is positive, and zero otherwise; Abs_Nega(R i,t-1)  is absolute value of monthly return of security i at time t-1 if it is negative, and zero otherwise; R 
m,t-1 is the monthly return of market that security i belongs to; Abs_Posi(R m,t-1) is market return when it is positive, and zero otherwise; Abs_Nega(R m,t-1) is market return when it is 
negative, and zero otherwise; STD i,t-1 is the standard deviation of daily returns for security i during month t-1; STD m,t-1 is the standard deviation of daily returns of market m that 
security i belongs to during month t-1; ST_IR m,t-1 is the short-term interest rate for market m at t-1;  
 



















 Intercept 0.5870 0.6674 0.5898 0.5591 0.5648 0.5564 0.5623 0.5737 
 t 20.68 9.68 20.45 17.99 7.46 17.88 7.42 7.43 
+ ILLIQ i,t-1 0.4371 0.3936 0.4519 0.4344 0.3634 0.4332 0.3669 0.3674 
 t 92.82 89.44 91.43 81.91 74.07 80.16 73.89 81.32 
- R i,t-1   -0.1774 -0.2308 -0.1941    
 t   -5.56 -6.1 -5.01    
- Abs(Posi_R i,t-1)      -0.1870 -0.1714 -0.1887 
 t      -3.77 -2.94 -3.19 
+ Abs(Nega_R i,t-1)      0.3224 0.2242 0.2222 
 t      3.37 2.47 2.44 
- R m,t-1     -0.2929  -0.2756  
 t     -2.07  -1.94  
- Abs(Posi_R m,t-1)        0.0628 
 t        0.29 
+ Abs(Nega_R m,t-1)        0.7798 
 t        2.3 
+ STD i,t-1    1.0428 0.4313 0.9237 0.3832 0.4093 
 t    3.38 1.48 2.75 1.15 1.25 
+ STD m,t-1     4.5586  4.6932 3.3524 
 t     2.39  2.5 1.76 
+ ST_IR m,t-1  -2.8884   -1.9020  -1.8166 -2.1908 
 t  -1.98   -1.34  -1.27 -1.52 
          
 Mean Adj_R2 22.83% 23.41% 27.02% 26.37% 28.57% 35.35% 29.59% 36.55% 
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Table 4: Time series determinants of individual liquidity (continued)   
 




















 Intercept 0.0246 0.0239 0.0316 0.0104 0.0159 0.0102 0.0152 0.0154 
 t 18.97 18.9 9.11 7.74 4.99 7.94 4.73 4.78 
+ ILLIQ i,t-1 0.5055 0.5189 0.4675 0.4900 0.4194 0.5066 0.4324 0.4359 
 t 105.89 107.29 91.82 96.61 77.58 98.44 79.19 80.09 
- R i,t-1  -0.0212 -0.0212 -0.0232 -0.0206    
 t  -12.06 -12.31 -12.81 -11.58    
- Abs(Posi_R i,t-1)      -0.0415 -0.0391 -0.0380 
 t      -13.88 -13.92 -13.54 
+ Abs(Nega_R i,t-1)      0.0464 0.0544 0.0399 
 t      1.89 2.38 2.48 
- R m,t-1     -0.0523    
 t     -7.3    
- Abs(Posi_R m,t-1)        -0.0512 
 t        -4.53 
+ Abs(Nega_R m,t-1)        0.0515 
 t        3.06 
+ STD i,t-1    0.5963 0.5607 0.6723 0.6084 0.6179 
 t    13.28 12.69 14.61 13.68 13.77 
+ STD m,t-1     0.2082  0.3377 0.2277 
 t     1.8  2.92 1.92 
+ ST_IR m,t-1   -0.1113    -0.0651 -0.0443 
 t   -1.89    -1.22 -0.82 
          









Table 5 Commonality and Synchronicity 
 
 
A: Univariate analysis on commonality and synchronicity in emerging markets 
 
Firstly, I run the CAPM model for each individual security from emerging markets in each sample year 
and calculate the R2 from regression as an indicator of its synchronicity (denoted as SYNCH). I also run 
regression (1) for the same security in each year and calculate the R2 from regression as the measure of 
its commonality (denoted as COMO). Secondly, for each year, I assign each security from the same 
market into one of five portfolio based on the magnitude of its SYNCH to construct synchronicity 
portfolios. Then within each portfolio, I calculate the mean and median COMO across all securities. 











Low SYNCH 0.0384 0.0819 0.0623 220 
Q2 0.0950 0.0906 0.0711 220 
Q3 0.1527 0.1004 0.0716 220 
Q4 0.2276 0.0990 0.0736 220 





Table 5 Commonality and Synchronicity (continued) 
 
 
B: Regression Analysis (Panel Regression) 
 





* εγβα +++=                                                      (4) 
where COMO*i,t is the R2 from the market liquidity regression for individual security i in year t , and 
and SYNCH*i,t is the R2 from regression of the market model for the same security in the same year. 

















orSYNCHCOMO                                          (5)  
And SIZE i,t is the log market value of each individual securities in year t. 
 
 
  Market Intercept t SYNCH t SIZE t Adj.R2 N 
1 Argentina -3.0532 -7.78 0.1458 1.81 -0.0696 -1.24 0.85% 411 
2 Brazil -4.9211 -22.97 -0.0172 -0.35 0.0365 1.31 0.18% 941 
3 Chile -3.9332 -5.94 0.1930 2.94 -0.0361 -0.71 1.25% 696 
4 Greece -2.1975 -17.21 0.2899 8.86 -0.0313 -1.29 3.13% 2553 
5 India -3.2936 -12.80 0.0422 1.15 -0.0733 -2.78 0.27% 2898 
6 Israel -3.8063 -7.86 0.0788 1.27 -0.0262 -0.46 0.21% 763 
7 Mexico -4.3909 -7.07 0.0475 0.75 -0.0611 -0.89 0.15% 627 
8 Pakistan -1.9674 -2.74 0.4134 4.42 -0.2345 -2.87 3.62% 533 
9 Peru -3.9485 -8.15 0.0673 0.76 -0.0525 -0.65 0.52% 178 
10 Philippines -4.8406 -9.33 0.1217 1.89 0.1726 3.38 4.02% 645 
11 Poland -2.5774 -6.37 0.1391 2.27 -0.1266 -2.36 1.52% 476 
12 South Africa -3.9741 -13.84 0.0840 2.91 -0.0081 -0.25 0.51% 1915 
13 Turkey -1.0636 -16.68 0.2501 6.79 -0.0061 -0.43 2.76% 1654 
14 Indonesia -0.4136 -0.27 0.2698 1.98 -0.1761 -1.67 2.34% 201 
15 Korea -0.4403 -1.86 0.1286 7.16 -0.1755 -8.76 1.65% 5411 
16 Thailand -2.6964 -5.92 0.0750 1.37 -0.0035 -0.07 0.35% 540 
17 Taiwan -1.2800 -5.67 0.1415 5.43 -0.0630 -1.96 1.11% 2665 
18 Malaysia -0.7870 -5.20 0.2694 14.03 -0.1969 -8.05 6.72% 3415 






Table 6: Commonality in Liquidity and Market Features 
 
A: Commonality in Liquidity and Market Development 
 
 I test my hypothesis on the link between intra-market commonality and market macro features by 




* // εδββα +Χ+++=           (6) 
 
where COMO*mkt,t  is the cross-sectional average of individual COMO*i,t in the same market in year t. 
My explanatory variables are: E/GDPmkt,t : measured as total capitalization of equity market i over the 
domestic GDP of market i in year t. B/GDPmkt,t : measured as total capitalization of bond market i over 
the domestic GDP of market i in year t. It captures the development of alternative investment 

















Interceptm,t -3.2595 -2.1656 -1.9536 -1.7235 -1.7577 
t -16.34 -6.32 -5.8 -4.59 -5.98 
Abs_Posi(R m,t) 0.3218 0.3137 0.3111 0.3289 0.2441 
t 1.05 1.21 0.95 0.99 0.24 
Abs_Nega(R m,t) 0.6869 0.7413 0.5625 0.5943 0.4223 
t 2.29 2.39 2.46 2.57 2.51 
STDm,t 38.7241 19.8762 17.1456 10.3983 15.4409 
 t 3.42 1.7 1.52 0.87 1.56 
SYNCHm,t  0.3623 0.4055 0.4330 0.4304 
t  3.8 4.38 4.48 5.27 
E/GDPm,t   -0.0037  -0.0031 
t   -2.95  -2.72 
B/GDPm,t    -0.0923 -0.0385 
t    -2.55 -2.48 
       
  98 98 98 98 98 









Table 6: Commonality in Liquidity and Market Features (continued) 
 
 
B: Commonality in Liquidity and International Fund Flow 
 
I run a similar pooled regression of the commonality measure COMO*mkt,t  on the international fund 




* εδβα +Χ++=                (7) 
 
FLOWmkt,t are international portfolio flows. X is a vector of control variables, including market 





  COMO COMO COMO COMO COMO COMO COMO COMO 
Intercept -6.8380 -6.8663 -6.4010 -6.3425 -3.6529 -3.6359 -3.6482 -3.3188 
t -8.89 -9.33 -8.35 -9.69 -4.45 -4.43 -4.99 -4.53 
Abs_Posi(R m,t) 0.2379 0.2266 0.2203 0.2178 0.0489 0.0866 0.1390 0.1869 
t 0.46 0.55 0.62 1.54 0.08 0.15 0.24 0.32 
Abs_Nega(R m,t) 0.3233 0.3817 0.4482 0.5540 0.2402 0.2340 0.2238 0.2282 
t 1.69 1.63 1.53 0.78 2.08 2.02 1.96 1.97 
STDm,t 39.7236 37.9397 46.9708 42.6030 5.7997 6.0511 2.8521 4.2579 
 t 3.05 2.94 3.48 3.26 0.44 0.46 0.22 0.32 
SYNCHm,t     0.6071 0.5966 0.6432 0.6098 
t         
Port. Inm,,t 0.2652    0.1628    
t 3.66    2.63    
Port. Netm,,t  0.2764    0.1625   
t  3.88    2.61   
Equity Inm,,t   0.2385    0.1876  
t   3.08    3.04  
Equity Netm,,t    0.2458    0.1486 
t    3.57    2.53 
         
  90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 







Table 7 Intra market commonality in liquidity and spillover of volatility 
(Common factor analysis) 
 
A: Common factor in aggregate liquidity among Asian markets, common factor in market 









 1 2 3 
Liquidity Asia 10  3.4124 0.8421 0.6307 
Volatility Asia 10  3.8435 0.9409 0.4266 
       
Pearson Correlation between 2 common factors   
 Correlation 0.50872     




B: Common factor in aggregate liquidity among Latin American markets, common factor in 
market volatility among Latin American countries, and Pearson correlation between two 









 1 2 3 
Liquidity LA 5  2.4037 0.3726 0.1244 
Volatility LA 5  2.8034 0.0476 -0.0778 
       
Pearson Correlation between 2 common factors   
 Correlation 0.10363     
 p-value 0.0129     
 
 
C: Common factor in aggregate liquidity among Asia and Latin America, common factor in 










 1 2 3 
Liquidity Asia vs. LA  0.2410 -0.1604 N.A 
Volatility Asia vs. LA  0.7246 -0.2498 N.A 
       
Pearson Correlation between 2 common factors   
 Correlation N.A     




Table 8 Cross-border linkage in liquidity, volatility and return  
between emerging markets and NYSE 
 
This table reports the Pearson correlation coefficients between aggregate market liquidity of each 
individual emerging market and market liquidity of NYSE. Aggregate liquidity is calculated as equally 
weighted average of Amihud’s illiquidity ratio (ILLQ) across all individual stock within the same 
market. I use the same procedure as in Chapter 5 Section 5.2 to construct monthly liquidity measure 
from weekly observations. The table also reports the Pearson correlation coefficients between market 
volatility/return of each individual emerging market and that of NYSE. Here volatility is calculated as 
standard deviation of market daily returns during a month, and return is monthly market return. 
 
A: All 18 emerging markets.   
    LIQUIDITY     VOLATILITY     RETURN   
  Market Correlation P-value   Correlation P-value   Correlation P-value 
1 Argentina  -0.0007 0.9935  0.1334 0.0659  0.1724 0.0174 
2 Brazil  -0.0937 0.2462  0.0323 0.6574  0.2740 0.0001 
3 Chile  -0.5504  <.0001  0.1341 0.0645  0.3985 <.0001 
4 Greece  0.7328  <.0001  0.3083  <.0001  0.2861  <.0001 
5 India  0.8659  <.0001  0.2709 0.0007  0.2364 0.0032 
6 Israel  0.3402  <.0001  0.4612  <.0001  0.5319  <.0001 
7 Mexico  0.0538 0.4742  0.4110  <.0001  0.5365   <.0001 
8 Pakistan  0.7420  <.0001  0.2766 0.0005  0.0776 0.3388 
9 Peru  -0.6278  <.0001  -0.0820 0.3106  0.2278 0.0045 
10 Philippines  -0.2637 0.0004  0.2917  <.0001  0.3873  <.0001 
11 Poland  -0.0160 0.8703  -0.0087 0.9148  0.2893 0.0003 
12 South Africa  0.7318  <.0001  0.6528  <.0001  0.4580   <.0001 
13 Turkey  0.8661  <.0001  0.3983  <.0001  0.3051  <.0001 
14 Indonesia  -0.4091  <.0001  0.4341  <.0001  0.3214 <.0001 
15 Korea  0.7330  <.0001  0.4952  <.0001  0.3715  <.0001 
16 Thailand  0.0770 0.3805  0.3384  <.0001  0.4112  <.0001 
17 Taiwan  0.0844 0.3593  0.3038  <.0001  0.3441  <.0001 
18 Malaysia  0.3657  <.0001  0.3077  <.0001  0.3673   <.0001 
   MEAN 0.2017     0.2866     0.3331   
 
B: 10 Asian Markets.  
    LIQUIDITY     VOLATILITY     RETURN   
  Market Correlation P-value   Correlation P-value   Correlation P-value 
5 India  0.8659  <.0001  0.2709 0.0007  0.2364 0.0032 
6 Israel  0.3402  <.0001  0.4612  <.0001  0.5319  <.0001 
8 Pakistan  0.7420  <.0001  0.2766 0.0005  0.0776 0.3388 
10 Philippines  -0.2637 0.0004  0.2917  <.0001  0.3873  <.0001 
13 Turkey  0.8661  <.0001  0.3983  <.0001  0.3051  <.0001 
14 Indonesia  -0.4091  <.0001  0.4341  <.0001  0.3214 <.0001 
15 Korea  0.7330  <.0001  0.4952  <.0001  0.3715  <.0001 
16 Thailand  0.0770 0.3805  0.3384  <.0001  0.4112  <.0001 
17 Taiwan  0.0844 0.3593  0.3038  <.0001  0.3441  <.0001 
18 Malaysia  0.3657  <.0001  0.3077  <.0001  0.3673   <.0001 
   MEAN 0.3401     0.3578     0.3354   
 
B: 5 Latin American Markets  
    LIQUIDITY     VOLATILITY     RETURN   
  Market Correlation P-value   Correlation P-value   Correlation P-value 
1 Argentina  -0.0007 0.9935  0.1334 0.0659  0.1724 0.0174 
2 Brazil  -0.0937 0.2462  0.0323 0.6574  0.2740 0.0001 
3 Chile  -0.5504  <.0001  0.1341 0.0645  0.3985 <.0001 
7 Mexico  0.0538 0.4742  0.4110  <.0001  0.5365   <.0001 
9 Peru  -0.6278  <.0001  -0.0820 0.3106  0.2278 0.0045 
   MEAN -0.2437     0.1257     0.3218   
 
